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% in diameter. The criticism is base- what with the big shells, shrapnel,
less, then, that this will leave in the trench bombs and all the other things,
Try Some
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farmer’s hands a large amount of po- not to mention going “ over the top."
Specialties
tatoes that are valuable for food and If a soldier has any chance for a cigSaturday
that he might market if grading were arette or pipe between these enternot adopted.
tainments, who is going to be so unThe U. S. No. 1 grade provides that reasonable as to deny it to him. Not
the minimum size for round varieties any well meaning man or woman of
shall be 1 7-8 inches, and long varle- this country, certainly,
ties 1 % inches in diameter; U. S. No.
The soldiers ln the trenches have
2 grades fixes a minimum size of 1% proved that cigarettes are now necinches in diameter. It was not intend- essities rather than luxuries. No one,
ed that these grades shonld be for after hearing the thousands of stories
H E N you need Floral Decorations,
show purposes; they merely separate of the pleasure and solace that the
the
usable tubers Into two groups, fighting men in France have derived
Set Pieces, or Put Flowers o f any
U s
each of which has a defiinite place in from cigarettes, can ever doubt again
kind, for any occasion, be sure and
the Nation’s markets;—a good, sound that it has become an essential part
call on us to supply you.
We carry a
commercial proposition.
i of every day life.
OU can find no back numbers in our
The grades are fully described in j Even before this country joined the
full assortment in blooms of every kind.
stock — no forgotten styles—every
tbe Bureau of Markets Document No. Allies, newspaper readers in America
7, a copy of which may be had by w rit-;were familiar with the active efforts
article is new and u p - t o - d a t e .
ing
to the United States Department, a^road to send cigarettes to the solMany people depend upon us to
of
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or to the United States, diers.
furnish them with the newest articles in
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Food Administration.
The United
Jewelry, knowing that anything bought of
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have started our TOBACCO FUND
States Food Administration did not
us is the last word in Jewelry m ode.
deem it advisable to make this grad-j*° 8end cigarettes and tobacco to our
ing compulsory at first, because it |soldiers in France. It is a great enrealized that dealers and growers , terprise and we count on every one
<5 Plan on using Chadwick Seeds for your
In our Job Department no job
would have to secure screens and !
help out. It is an easy way to do
is too small or too difficult
would have to become familiar with . help the men who are fighting our batgarden this coming season.
the grades; but hearty co-operation ! Ues and even the smallest contribuhas been accorded the movement by tions bring big results.
“ Tobacco, which is rather scarce in
both growers and shippers in all sec
tions. The few who, for one reason this country was more than appre
or other, are unwilling to co-operate, ciated,” are the words of one o f the
and especially the few who are trying boys “over there” who received a
to cause dissatisfaction, are following package of Tobacco sent in the TIMES
•at
^
a practise which is, to say the least, Tobacco fund.
—
Who has served- you for 25 years —
Previously acknowledged
$90.75
unfair.
Their shipments of ungraded
Conservatories 16 H igh St. H ou lton , Me.
JEWELER & OPTOM ETRIST
2.50
potatoes is wasteful and not in accord Received since last issue
From the following: Chas. Hubbar l
with either the Food Act or the wishes
M a r k e t S q u a r e , H O U L TO N , M A IN E
of the United States Food Adminisra- (Bangor,) J. E Robinson, Mrs. H J.
tion. Up to this time the Food Ad- Carpenter, Mrs. J. W. Plummer.
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NOT VERY FAR AWAY

about diseases, disasters and espe
cially such distresses as have now
come upon the world. whea the whole
Q smoking
of civilized life is lllrQ
like a
ledge. We think of nature as malign
0f fateful evil powers as lying in aminst us, even of God Himself
___
^ ______________ *___ ^
as causinS things which confound us
as we g0 the rounds ° f common life,
But by and by we discover, in one in---nnwianlv what
,
stance after another prociaely wha,

WHAT FOOD SAVING IS
When we consider that there are a
hundred million of us to make mis_____
..
takes ,_____,______________
in matters we know_____
none .too
much about, the American people are
’ doing splendidly as a whole with the
food conservation plan. In most es.. .
,
.. . _____
sential things they are doing what the
adminsitration urges them to do. One
misunderstanding, however, constant___ ____ *U~ i ^ *V.„ * tnn/l.oni’lno
-ravine
,y croI,s up; -the dea that food sat mg

Answer Pleated Grant
Dr. James Thorington had a “ Panama dinner” for some of his confreres
who
who shared
shared the
the exciting nfo
life ™
on the
Isthmus ia the early 80 s, and he told
this story of how bis father, that
doughty Civil-War veteran, Colonel
Thorington, obtained the post of consui at Colon.
^ ant was
^rst President to inHta11 eivil-service regulations govern^
appo(ntmei>t|i tQ F<d<>ral office

OF LOCAL INTEREST

When the first Liberty Lea i
'.!p‘ h«nq
: floated, some people said.
Perhaps
8om« People We Know, end We Will
HOUITON TIMES
'there will be another one.” When the
Profit by Hearing About Them
ALL THE HOME NEW8
second was issued we all knew there
______ _
w
.
' *ODW'^* " " *7.........
•.Wished every Wednesday Morning muat be a third; and the needs for
This is a purely local event.
by the Times Publishing Co.
daily, in spite of the
|
ave grown^uaiiy, nVAJi!!,. 0f drives
It took place in Houlton.
cons an y ncieas
sums for
Not in some faraway place.
CHA8. H. FOGG, Pres. A Mgr.
an
as ons
have taken place
You ae asked to investigate it.
' urn.t
Subscription in U. S. $1.50 per year |8pecint purpose
Lcm.cc
Asked to believe a citizen’s word;
To conflrm , cM len -a Btatement
In advance, $2 00 In arrears; in Cana- fthis Winter. By this time the majorat it is go-i whi h trapper
did puzzle
t a ande trouble
ings means
rt , m clothes,
^ retrenchment
retrenchment
Colonel
Thorington for once in his Any article that is endorsed at home
da $2.00 in advance, $2.50 in arrears. ; ity of people understand that
alarm and
innny. Patched
.............
mnnpv and
nml
ing to be money, and more money
Single copies five cents.
us are really due to some? human in expenditure, and even niggardliness life turned pale when he went to Is more worthy of confidence
then money, which must be supplied
No Subscription cancelled until all
aberration from right doing. We are* in diet, are often advocated under the Washington, and this question faced Than one you know nothing about,
to the soldiers of our own, instead of
arrearages are paid
Endorsed by unknown people.
wrong in thinking that fate or nature* impression that food-saving is thereby him on his examination-paper:
to the Allies as formerly. Some people
‘How many soldiers did England
or Ged are responsible for the mys helped. And many well-meaning per
Advertising rates based upon circula do not yet seem to know that this
F. H. McEhvee, Smyrna & Salem
teries of suffering and sorrow. The sons still judge the* success of food send to the Colonies during the Re
business of raising money is the most
tion and very reasonable.
Sts.,
Houlton. says: “ I have suffered
volutionary
W
ar?”
truth is that some* human being who administration by the index of prices,
important thing of all things, now;
at
times
from severe pains through
H
e*
gazed
at
the
paper
and
the
pap
-l
has gene* wrong is down under most believing that
Communications upon topics of gener
conservation
means
that it ranks before relief work or con
my
kidneys.
My kidneys have been
azed
at
him
for
many
precious
minuof the smoking bulge's that mystify cheapness.
al interest are solicited
servation of food; that it is really on
tes. Then in desperation the colonel weak and the kidney' secretions too
us. To get this clear in one’s mind
The main fact, of food saving
of
trequent m passage When suffering
wrote :
Entered at the post office at Houlton par with the coal question todaV. One is of the greatest importance*, (‘spe
course,
is
the
one
with
which
we
start
is needed as much as the other, to
from those attacks, I have procured
for circulation at second-class
”A d
d sight more than
cially i 1 times like these*.
ed-- namely, to reserve for shipment to
keep the health and life of our Na
Doan’s Kidney Pills from Leighton A
postal rates.
went
baek!”
This voting man hid under the the Allies enough concentrated food
tion flowing through its veins. When
Feeley’s Drug Store and after using
He
trudged
home
to
his
hotel
mut
people once get this fixed in their smoking ledge told a story vividly stuffs to keep them fed and fighting
them a short time I have been re
Legal Newspaper Decisions
tering
to
himself:
“
Oh.
well,
it’s
all
significant. He was there to escape even though it costs us some money.
1. —Any person who takes a paper reminds, the rest will be easier.
lieved. I can't recommend Doan's
the duty of all when all that cherish War does not seem to he an economi off n ow !”
gularly from the Post Office—whether
Kidney
Pills too highly.”
g the second campaign many
Some* time later an orderly knocked
directed to his address or another, or
is imperiled. He confessed that lie cal business, and along th-*s** lines, as
towns
were
unable
to
be
reached;
at
his
door.
“
Colom
l
Thorington,
the
whether he has subscribed or not, is
had crept out at night to buy food in in everything else, we are prepared to
Price 60c, at all dealers. Don’t sim
many towns were sounded but not the
responsible for the pay.
a town mile's away he couldn’t sub go the limit. Thrift e*nters into food President would like to see you, sir." ply ask for kidney remedy—get Doan’s
2. —If any person orders his paper disright ones found to go ahead with
He went to the White House, feel Kidney Pills the* same ;hat Mr. Mccontinued, he must pay all arrearges or the work. Many towns did respond sist without drawing on the* common saving, hut not in tile* personal, pen ing “ shaky.”
provisions for welfare which are 'low ny-pinching economies that so many
the publisher may continue to send It
Elwee
had.
Foster-Milbura Co..
The* President. smiling broadly, Mfgr-s.. Buffalo. X Y.
until payment Is made and collect the finely when approached and the wom in jeopardy. He* acknowledged hav persons mistake for thrift. Tin* food
whole amount, whether it is taken from en did splendid work According to ing been obliged by illness in his cave
wrung his hand. ‘Colonel, you're a
saving program is steadily developing
the figures ent in from some of these)
the office or not.
man after my own heart,” he* cried.
3. —The Courts have decided that rewomen workers, over $650,000 was to go and secretly spend a week in a economies such as elimination of waste “ Here are seven consulates.
Which
fusing to take newspapers and periodi raised by them alone, and it is safe hotel’s comfort he would have died in glowing, shipping, and distributing
WOMAN’S S TA TEM EN T WILL
will
you
have*?”
cal* from the post office, or removing and
like a wild animal hut for such shel foodstuffs, the correction of uneconom
HELP HOULTON
How He Helped
leaving them uncalled for. is prima facia to say at least one-third more was not ter in the established order he was re ic habits, the supression of hoarding
reported, but sold directly or by ad
“ I hated cooking because whatever
evidence of fraud.
“
I
venture
to
assert."
said
the
lec
If you want to stop your paper, write vice from women who failed to make fusing to helj) maintain. He had and speculation, and a universal, whole* turer, “ that there isn't a man in this I ate gave me sour stomach and a
to the publisher yourself, and don't leave returns. This record was one to be even tramped far through the snow hearted investigation of costs in every
audience who has ever done anything bloated feeling I drank hot water and
it to the poet-master.
on a winter night to peer through a industry and trade, for the purpose
pleased with, and was made by a hand
to prevent the; destruction of our for olive oil by the gallon. Nothing help
window
at
his
sister's
family,
happy
of setting right methods that have
Fer Advertising Rates apply to the Pres ful of women compared to those who
ed until I tried simple buckthorn bark,
around iheir home’s bright tireplace long been wrong. Mistaken ideas of |ests.”
ident and Manager
should have been working. And in the
glycerine, etc., as mixed in Adler-i-ka.”
A
modest-looking
man
in
the
hack
his man’s heart, craven as it was, thrift hurt food saving in two ways:
coming drive many of these women
Because it flushes the ENTIRE bowel
longed for a glimpse of those sancti First, people are apt to say, ‘‘What is of the ’..all :■iood up.
will work again, and do even better
tract completely Adler-i-ka relieves
“
I
f-r
F\e
shot
woodpeckers
he
DO NOT MI88 ANYTHING
ties which sound-hearted men are the use0” and assume that we are not j
because they know better how to get
ANY CASE sour stomach, gas or con
The TIMES goes out to the read
now going forth to safeguard. Fcod. suceeding in the food program if sa id.
stipation and prevents appendicitis.
at it.
shelter, the realm of love' These are they can not discern definite reduc- t
ers this week with the same amount
The INSTANT action is surprising.
But there arc v- ry many yet who the primary human imperatives, as
Declined the Luna Route
tions in living expenses. Actually the
of interesting matter as formerly, but have not realized the scope of the
O. F. French & Son.
even the man under the smoking reductions are often there, as a direct
As
we
have often had occasion to
put in a little different form.
work, the need of it, or the fact that it
ledge bears witness. And these, with ] result of food control. But even if observe, The Congressional Record is
We are very much pleased with the is a duty which is theirs and not
many other blessings, are now put j they were not, this is an unfair meas- anything but light reading. Once in
manner in which our efforts to im some other person’s duty. They simp in peril by ruthless foes, overseas ! ure 0f footj aaving. Second, the false a while, however, one meets with
o K .
ly have not awakened to the thing. It
T O
prove the TIMES have been received
and here at home as truly. Could (thrift which leads to parsimony in ex- something in it which must have caus0 °
ought to be the pleasure and duty at
APE,
by the readers, and we know that our once of the women of a town who are anything show the folly and wrong penditures for necessities is most dis- ed the sternest visage among our
Of failing to defend them more strik- turbing to the purchasing and distrib- Representatives to relax a little; for
work is being appreciated from the influential in1 the
LUC welfare
nrcuai c of
ui the
v w town
nn t
a instance, the story told by Mr. Stev- The American Express Company
complimentary remarks which we to help in this work of furnishing IinK y than the story ot thlK man l,n" uting industries of the Country at
operates the Express businses
time
when
they
are
passing
through
a enson, "the gentleman from South
sinew and strength for the machine
smoking ledge
T I M E A T W H IC H T R A IN S A R E E X 
hear every day, but the best evidence
crisis, and in the end results in no Carolina,” while speaking in favor of P E C T E D T O A R R IV E A N O D E P A R T
which is fighting for their safety and
AFTER THE WAR
o f this appreciation is the number of
actual saving. For parsimony simply a bill to increase the salary of mailIN E F F E C T J A N . 21, 1918
for their honor. With the examples of
in 1865 at the close of the Civil W ar»jmeans deprivation today, which must carriers, many of whom were report Trains scheduled to leave Houlton
new subscribers which we are receiv sacrificed, martyred women across the
Daily except Sunday.
when the great Northern army was be 0ffset to-morrow by heavier expen- ed to be resigning their positions on
ing each week.
seas to look upon and the certainty
9.20 a. m.—For Millinocket, Milo, Ban
disbanded, and the boys came march- ^diture for the basic essentials of life 1account of the high cost of living and
gor and principal intermediate sta
W e have been trying to publish a that their fate will be the fate of ing home, many good people won'j - and worse than that, perhaps, to inability to pay expenses out of the
tions—Portland and Boston.
American
women
if
this
wan
is
not
good country weekly, and we feel as
dered, and not a few were fearful as make good a slipping bae k in health compensation received. A negro was 11.20 a. m.—For Ashland, St. Francis, Ft.
carried to a successful issue for
Kent and intermediate stations, also
to just what was to become of so many
standing an examination for the posi
though we were succeeding. We are
or living standards.
American principles, it would seem
for Washburn. Presque Isle, Van
young
men,
who
for
four
long
years
tion
of
rural
free-delivery
carrier.
not satisfied with this however and that women especially would feel the
Buren, Grand Isle, M a d a w a s k a ,
had lived the rough hard life of the
Among other questions written for
Frenchville and intermediate stations
we are working now, not to produce desire as well as duty to help that
via Squa Pan and Mapleton.
The* state Senate of North Dakota him to answer was the poser;
camp, the battlefield and prison pen;
a “good” weekly paper, but the BEST work along and to do what they can to away from home influences and re
12.53
p. m.—For Ft. Fairfield, Caribou,
“ What is the distance between the
with only two dissenting votes, con
Limestone. Van Buren and interme
weekly paper in the state. We have make the financial side of the question straints. It was feared that they
earth
and
the
moon?”
His
prompt
diate stations.
curred in the resolution which had
no problem at all. And yet, when wom
would not be able, after such a per
I)ur indignant reply was: “ See heah! 4.39 p. m.—For Millinocket, Bangor and
the equipment, we have as good a |
en are asked to help it out, they say
already passed the house in ratifica
intermediate stations, Portland and
If you's a-going to put me on dat
town and community as there is any dozens of things for excuses as reasons iod of adventure and hardship, to set
'.
. , , now.
Boston. Buffet Sleeping Car Houl
tle down again to the quiet every day tion of the prohibition amendment to route,
Ir quit right
where to get our news from, we will for keeping to their beaten path of
ton to Boston.
the federal constitution. This makes
life of the private citizen.
6.44 p. m.—For Ft. Fairfield, Caribou,
try to put this news in an attractive normal living, and letting the other
Quite
to
the
contrary
these
same
the
fifth
state
of
the
eleven
with
leg
Van Buren and intermediate stations
dress, and in changing over the pages fellow do the work. One woman wrote “ Boys in blue" quietly resumed their
TRAINS DUE HOULTON
islative
sessions
this
winter
to
ratify
the committee the other day, saying
Daily Except Sunday
as we are doing this week, we are fol
places in society, taking up the vari he amendment, and the first distinct
9.15 a. m.—From Van Buren, Limestone,
she would do what she could, and ask
f’aribou, Ft. Fairfield and intermediate
lowing out the most approved plans, ing for literature to spread about her ous occupations of a peaceful Na
ly northern state to do so. This has
stations.
recommended by those who know how. town. “ So many of the people think tion; in office, mill, and on the farm,
12.43 p. m.—From Boston, Portland, Ban
,*0
_
and proved to the world, that the sac- long been a prohibition state, and alWith this in mind we earnestly de- this Liberty Loans is to raise money
gor, Greenville, Millinocket and in
for personal expenses of President ! ridces which they had made, and the though sremes of evasion have been
V
termediate stations. Buffet Sleeping
H
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1
sirs suggestions from any reader, so
suffering that they had endured, had rj((. they hav(1
shakt.
Car Boston to Houlton.
Wilson and Secretary McAdoo, it is
5.30 p. m.—From St. Francis, Ft. Kent,
that you can help us in attaining our
hard to solicit from them,” she wrote. deepened and broadened their lives to popular confidence in the idea. This
Ashland and intermediate station*,
i
a wonderful degree. Their Country
object.
And that town was not a backwoods
also St. PYancis, PTenchviile, Mada
latest
project
-the
federal
amend
waska, Grand Isle, Van Buren, Wash
Bear in mind that every page con place, either, but one of the generally had a new meaning for them; and
during the 5:; years from then till now j ment has proved stronger than any
burn, Presque Isle and intermediate
tain* matter which will interest you, considered smartest towns of the it has been these same men who have previous phase of the same question,
stations via. Mapleton and Squa Pan
4.32 p. m.—From Van Buren, Limestone,
st> do not miss any of the good things. Jstate
developed this Country of ours and
Caribou, PT P’airfleld and interme
________________
Raising contributions for Liberty made the United States of America
diate
stations.
THE FARM LABOR PROBLEM ‘ Loan bonds ought to be easy; it is one the greatest Nation in the world. Just !
6.41 p. m.—From Boston, Portland, Ban
B a s ic 1 O n
thing
to
ask
a
man
to
part
forever
with
gor, Milo, Millinocket.' and interme
run over the lists of Presidents, of i
The problem of American farm la
diate stations.
C o st IV r
bor, an old one before the world war a $5 bill or a $10 or $100, for any pur statesmen, of governors, of college j
Time tables giving complete informa
T a l.it
came along, has become greatly in pose whatsoever, it is quite another presidents and of influential business
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men of the past half a century and j
tensified. Every fanner dwells on it
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ings, or his patrimony, at a fair rate notice how many of them wore the lit- i
It S a v e s 9 V 2 C .
Manager, Bangor, Maine.
whan 7bn talk with him about the in
j
creased price o f farm products, or of interest to so reliable a borrower as tie bronze button.
the Government. Because so long as
about the government appeals for in
Once again our Country is at wav. j
Government exists, his money is safe;
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
creased farm production. The city
Once again we are calling upon our j
when* it no longer exists, it doesn’t
m
ward drift from the country sums up
young men to take up arms. This time !
matter much what form his money is
NEW DENTAL PARLORS
the story In the main, but there are
we are calling upon them, not only t o '
in, it is useless. It would seem to be
Corner
Pleasant Street and
numerous incidental factors.
The
N o advance in price for thia 20-yearfight for America, but for the democ
I S c a copy
the one safe bet in this time of uncer
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times have changed in the country
racy of the entire world.
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proportionate
cost
per
and the typos have changed. The oldYearly Subscription $ 1 .8 0
flower of our young manhood is re
tablet, you save 9 . c when you buy
obtain. And there is plenty of it yet
fashioned hired man has disappeared
Smnd for our nmw fr*m cotsponding to the call. It is indeed the ;
H ill’s-—Cures Cold
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alog o f mechanical bookt
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is no more likely to come back than
young man of military age, who neg- j
At any Drus* Store
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they are. His substitute is not made |
lects it will most bitterly ragret It as ;
WORK OF THE MIND
Prompt
attention
to all business
of the same timber.
The experiences 1
; A trapper amid the snow-hushed long as he lives.
Houlton,
Maine
What is the farmer going to do |hills of one of our New England through which these young men will
Probate matters have Special
about It? Or the city, which depends |States a few days ago, spied smoke pass: the training at cantonments, the :
Attention
on Ahe farmer to keep it alive? Or
Nr:
issuing from a ledge of rooks in the trip across the broad Atlantic, the !
Uncle 8am, to whom we are looking ji depths of a dense forest. He did not scenes in distant lands, and above all. :
nowadays to solve all problems off |know what to make of it. All sorts the having an ac tive part in the great
DR. R. E. LIBBY
hand? Secretary Houston of the de ! of fearsome notions beset him as he est war for humanity which the world
Veterinary Surgeon
partment o f agriculture, who saws (ventured on attempts to solve the has ever seen, will be one of the most
Graduate University of JToroate
more wood and brags less about his mystery. But when he had summoned liberal education" which a young man
All calls given prompt attention
pile o f sawdust that some of his help and they went in at the opening oan obtain.
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Tel.
Night 32-2
Day 929-8
cabinet colleagues, points out that the detected, bearing lanterns and all
And when this conflict is over and
PL .H
placing of farm laborers in class two hands armed to meet whatever might these boys of 1917 and 191S come* sailo f the selective draft will help things be encountered, they discoverd a lone ing home again, with their manhood
C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.
out a bit this spring, or, rather, it
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man bending over a small fire in the (developed by the service they have
will help prevent them from getting
129 Main St.
Houlton, Me.
rendered we predict the* same for them
act of roasting a bit of meat. And
worae.
as of the men of '61 to '65.
These
Tel. 239-3
He offers also a constructive pro they learned from him that he was will be the moulders of an even great
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“ That man ought to be* arrested!
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good Potash Fertilizers.
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not
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if
your
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is
off,
if
you
feel
a
bit
upset,
bilious,
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practical;
(5) a larger production
A special department where Massage,
constipated; have that tired feeling.
hand, vibratory and electrical la
and wider use of farm machinery. It
If you feci mean, don’t stop to wonder why. Wait until you have righted
given under the direction of a train
is an ambitious and far-reaching pro yourself again by taking the True “ L. ]'.” ATW OOD'S MEDICINE—a medi
ed expert. Women attendants.
cine that has been doing good work along these lines for over 60 years. Your
gram, but anything that can possibly
Consultation free.
help Is worth talking about and try grandparents kept this medicine handy. Profit by their experience. Know
Office hourrs: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
that The True “ L. F.” ATW OOD’ S MEDICINE is one of the good things
Sunday 2 to 4 p. m.
ing. Nothing looms bigger than .the
of life. Large bottle, fifty cents, at druggists’ and general storekeepers’
Office in Dunn Furniture Block
need o f world-breaking crops in Aroosall over the State. Sample free.
Telephone 80
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THE “L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland, Maine.
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HOULTON TIM^S, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 1918
AMERICAN BOY’S STORY OF
TRAINING UNDER FIRE

LUEL FOR DIVORCE

T* the Hon. Justice o f the Supreme
Court, next to be held at
A letter from a young American
Moulton, in the County of Aroostook officer in France telling of his first
and State ot Maine:
Viola Duroat Miller, of Mars Hill in experience at the front contains in
naid County of Aroostook, respectful teresting details of the trench-train
ly represents that on the first day of ing o f army officers for the States.
October, 1916 at Mars Hill in said The letter is written to his uncle by
County of Aroostook she was lawfully Lieut. Paul Remmel, of Little Rock,
married to Bedford Miller of said Mars
ftM that ever since said time she has Ark., and is dated from “A Dirty Little
esuducted herself towards said Libe Town in France,” on November 13.
lee aa a faithful, true and affectionate (If one may judge from his description
wife but that said Libelee, regardless
Of his marriage covenant and duty, on 'o f his first dinner and breakfast un
the second day of October 1916, utter der fire, the British officers were not
ly deserted your Libelant without then suffering any great privations.
cause, and that said desertion has con Here are parts of the letter as print
tinued to the present time, during
Which time he has contributed noth ed:
At the close o f school, each Ameri
ing to her support.
That he has been guilty of cruel and can left with a British officer (his
abusive treatment towards your libe- friend) for a different division which
Mnt That he Is of sufficient ability
and is able to labor and provide for held a different sector in the everher, yet he wantonly, cruelly and changing boundary-line of war—the
grossly neglects and refuses to pro trench. It was my good fortune to
vide suitable maintainance for her.
visit in company with a fine young
That your Libelant has made dili
Captain Bond, a sec
gent inquiry, but that the residence of English
liuld Libelee is unknown to your Libel tor upon wlfich ensued enough excite
ant* and cannot be ascertained by ment for any live American. After a
reasonable diligence. That there is day and a half of traveling by train
no collusion between them to obtain
■o divorce: but that your Libelant be we arrived in the war-area, eight
lieves that said bonds of matrimony miles from the German lines, the div
eugbt to be dissolved, wherefore she ision headquarters of the British Array
prays that a divorce may be decreed, (First Army.) Here my friend took
and-that her name be changed to Vio
la Duroet.
And your Libelant further prays
that reasonable alimony, or a specific
sum In lieu of alimony, be decreed to
her.
VIOLA DUROST MILLER
Dated at Mars Hill this 28th day of
January, 1918.
Signed and sworn to before me this
to Pay y o u r
Itth day o f January, 1918.
SETH L. SNOW,
Justice of the Peace.
<L. S.)
AROOSTOOK, 88 .
8upreme Judicial Court
In vacation, Houlton, Jany. 29, 1918
In this action it is ordered by the
court that notice be given said Libelse, by publishing the libel and this
(pier of court three successive weeks
in the Houlton Times a newspaper
printed and published at Houlton in
•ekl County of Aroostook, the last
publication to be at least sixty days
before the next term o f this court in
raid County of Aroostook to be held
at Houftoa, in said county, on the
third Tuesday of April 1918; that he
may than and there appear and deh fll If
aeea fit.
Araoeteok, the last publication to be
ad least sixty days before the next
term of this court In said County o f
Amoatook to be held at Honlton, in
safd county, on the third Tuesday of
April 1918; that he may then and
there appear and defend if he sees fit.!
LK8LIE C. CORNISH,
!
ofc « J . 8 a p r . me Judlci.. a n d 8 a v e 1 0 j . g p e r c t
jb41o1bI
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Before Saturday
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copy of libel and order of court j
tiest: Michael M. Clark, Clerk.
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off his finery and put on his trench- for a f ‘ \v clays for instruction, and- 1
clothes and we both were fitted out was made quite welcome; such a wel
with steel hats, gas-respirators, and come 1 had never had before any
the long, Webly pistols, to take our where. My hosts were a colonel, cap
li.st lap to the trenches’ edge.
We tain, two majors, ably assisted, and
were given two horses and two sol several privates whose only duty it
diers to accompany us the remaining seemed was to look after me and to
be sure I saw everything in the way
eight miles.
of
excitment, and believe me, 1 did.
We passed through several French
I
was
just in time for tea, so I sat
villages, through which raced back
and forth English ambulances, am- down after taking off my tin hat, as
munition-varts, and huge automobile- the steel helmet is called.
As I drank my tea I was plied with
trucks bearing fresh fuel (men) to
questions,
for 1 was the first Ameri
the hell that is forever waging on
can
officer
they had seen. I seemed
that front. As we came close, we
passed through villages in which there to be refreshing to them because the>
stood no house that \va9 not complete were constantly laughing at my ans
ly ruined by shell-fire. These villages wers. Just before dinner I was led
you would easily recognize if I could by the colonel, the two majors, and
only tell you their names. Village a f the captain up the steps to see the
ter village, ruins after ruins, utter heavy guns belch into the night, send
desolation mutely spoke of wild bar Ing huge missiles of death into the
baric treatment at the hands of the German lines; also the heavy guns of
Germans. Not one soul did we see the Huns would grunt in retaliation.
in these villages as we drew nearer ! We had a wonderful dinner, con
the booming guns we could so dis sistin g of fresh meats, sugar, cream,
! and a whole course dinner, even down
tinctly hear.
j to cheese and coffee—think of that if
In the heart of a deserted village we you can on the firing-line.
These
were compelled to leave our horses "blooming Britishers” certainly do
and strike out on foot, and after a
, live.
three-quarters of an hour walk along
j
About nine o ’clock I went to bed in
a camouflaged wood we reached at
an adjoining room, about twenty feet
last the mouth of the trenches.
As
square, and my bed was a berthlike af
we bid farewell to level ground and
fair, with heavy blankets, and I slept
walked down into the trench, I looked
soundly in spite of the fact now and
overhead and saw seven British planes
then I could get the jar of a German
flying overhead observing for the
shell lighting overhead. I was awaken
artillery that was at that moment
ed next morning by the colonel s ser
sending screeching shells into the
vant handing me a cup of steaming
German lines.
hot tea, which I drank down with
At last, after walking around and much gusto. I was also brought hot
around, we finally reached the battal water for shaving and for washing
ion headquarters (it was then 4 p. m., and was told that breakfast was ready.
and gradually growing dark), which And such a breakfast!
You would
was quartered, as everything is, in a think that this was some hotel in
dugout 4f> to 50 feet under the ground. stead of a dugout on the Western
After climbing down the steep steps front. Wonderfully cooked
oatmeal,
I came to the dugout, and it was cer fresh eggs and ham, hot coffee, tea,
tainly a surprise. The first thing that and jam greeted me.
greeted my eye was a long table, up
After breakfast I was furnished with
on which was a cover of spotless linen, two runners (privates with full equip
with silver placed all around, and ment) and a fine daredevil lieutenant,
grouped around were five English of for the purpose, as the colonel express
ficers drinking tea. Oh, these Eng ed it, of seeing the whole show.
lish, you can not beat them. They go
So I started out with my tin helmet,
to war with a teacup in one hand and gas-respirator, a cane, and a 45-revol
a revolver in the other.
ver just as a German machine gun
This dugout was an old German spat out a welcome, the bullets com 
one, which consisted of four rooms, a ing 100 feet away. My guide took me
large dining-room, a signal-room, a down one trench into another, every
kitchen, and bedroom. Imagine that one named, down into dugouts, bomb
if you can, all fit up with huge mir dugouts, and out into observationrors, lounging chairs, stoves, lighted posts. I looked into periscopes over
candles in brass holders. These men looking the German lines, saw Ger
were sitting around calmly drinking mans walking around, peered into
tea while 45 feet overhead the shells German wire entanglements, saw
were screaming by. I was introduced dead Germans lying in captured dugas the American who was attached outs (this hill has been only captured
two months.) As we walked on the
Germans were sending huge shells
over us and the English were giving
them tit for tat; overhead eight Eng
lish planes were flying, observing for
the artillery. One especially claimed
my attention. It would fly around and
around, then suddenly swoop down
straight for the German trench, get
ting about ino feet above the Boche,
then let fly his machine gun. which
would pop-pop-pop certain death in
their trench. Then we would yell. It
was wonderful!

$1195

F.O.B. DETROIT

The apple always falls to the ground.

The. writer tells of his first experi
ence in observing the work of the ar
tillery. At the top of a hill an officer
was directing the tire of the battery
l,r>eb yards behind. They were shell
ing a village held by the Germans not
800 yards from the officer’s post of ob
servation. Remmel writes:
He stopped and shook my hand most
heartily and seemed most glad to meet
me. He explained everything to me,
showed me the tiny telephone his or
derlies used to give the range to the
battery at his command. He then ask
ed me if I would like to see him make
a few hits, and of course I said that I
would not mind, secretly tickled to
death.
He told me to put my glasses to mv
n/es and pointed out a red-brick house
on the exteme left of us a house which
he indicated on his pocket map which
was reported to billet a German tom
panv. I instantly glued my glasses to
my eyes and I heard him call to his
orderlies, who stood four feet behind
him with the tiny telephone some
thing which sounded like "two degrees
to the left repeat.” Then suddenly I
heard a distant boom and a screech
ing through the air, and after a few
seconds another boom, and, bless you
__the house which I had confined with

It cannot FALL UP.
The price o f the Maxwell closed cars—
$1195—was fixed in accordance with another
Inexorable law.
For less than $1195 it would be impos
sible to give you closed cars combining—as
they are combined in the Maxwell—beauty,
grace, com fort, efficiency, durability, econom y
and standard equipment.
For m ore than that, on the other hand,
you could only get larger size or fancier furn itK m g t .

___________

Fioe-PassengtrSedan, $1195, <SCx-Passenger Town Car, $1 /95; Touring
Car With All-Weather Top, $855; Touring Car, $745; Readier, $745
All Prices F. O. B. Detroit

HOULTON MOTOR COMPANY
L a w lis Building*

K e n d a ll S t r e e t

WHEN WEAK
OB BUN DOWN
by chronlo or acute throat and lung
troubles which often decrease efficiency
and menace life Itself, try

ECKMAN’S ALTERATIVE
This (a a Calcium orepavatlon pesseaaed of marked tonic value hi addition to
Its remedial aualltlea Contains no AleohO'l, Narcotic or HAolt-Formlnc Drug.
$2 tire, sow $1.59.
$1 size, bow 80c
Price includes war tax. AU druggists.

^ J te ta g jjJ J s b o m to ijL ^ J P h lla d e lg h la ^ ^ ^

NOTICE
Speed on hand for sale.
These colts and horses are right
from the New York sale, bred right
and will be sold right.
Fit for fun or to race. Come in and
look them over.
Horses and colts trained. Get your
fast ones ready for the ice.
Terms
reasonable,
satisfaction
guaranteed. Located at the “ Radigan
Citflhln ”
JOHN N. WILLARD
Houlton, Me.
24 Military 9t.
Telephone 14-12.
50tf

B A L L A R D 'S
G O LD EN
O IL

in my glasses blew up into the air and
fell back in smoking ruins. His had
been a perfect hit.
I will tell you in my next letter about
returning to join my regiment, the
old 16th Infantry, to find Heber Mc
Laughlin, from Toltec, Ark., who came
out with me. He is in a next company
and has ably represented Arkansas.
He was commanding the platoon which
was raided by the Germans. He had
a terrible time, was knocked senseless
twice, and barely came out with a
whole skin. He was in the first fight
for the Americans, and while in the
hospital was interviewed by French
and American generals. He did many
heroic things and will perhaps receive
the French military cross. He is still
suffering from shell-shock, but is all
O. K., being in the hospital only six
days. He didn’t write his mother
anything about it. You might get in
touch with his family, McLaughlin.
Toltec, Ark., planters, and tell his
mother what a hero she has for a son.
It won’t come out in any news, so T
am sure I am writing things 1 should
not write. I have not received a
line since I arrived. Our letters are
held up somewhere. Am working hard
now. Will go to Paris next Saturday.
Will write tomorrow. Love to all.
Paul.
Co. G, 16th Infantry, France.

GOOD ROAD
DITCHES IMPERATIVE

Nearly all forms of road building
activity are shelved for the winter
months in the colder sections of the
country on account of the difficulty
of doing good work and the physical
discomforts encountered by the men
performing the labor.
Even neces
sary maintenance on the road sur
face and side ditches and repairs to
culverts and other structures are fre
quently neglected.
While new construction and exten
sive surface repairs are better done
in the other seasons of the year,
small surface repairs and the main
tenance work on the ditches should
not be neglected. Usually a great
part of this work is necessarily hand
labor, which can be profitably em
ployed during the winter, when labor
is more plentiful for this class of
work than any other time of the year.
In the fall of the year, the ditches,
culverts, and all drainage works neces
sary to the proper upkeep of the road
are blown full of fallen leaves and
other like debris incidental to the
coming of winter.
After the first
snowfall, they are usually clogged
with snow and ice. The side ditches
are thus unable to perform their
proper function of carrying the drain
age water away and keeping the road
GERMAN SALESMEN BARTER surface dry; w’hile the culverts and
outfall ditches beeome so choked that
PRISONERS FOR ORDERS!
the water from the early winter rains
As far-sighted in commerce as in and snows is held back.
The sub
war, Germany is already manifesting grade of such a road becomes soak
an anxiety about her foreign trade ed full of water and even the highest
when peace shall have come to the type of hard surfaces will be rapidly
world. The lengths to which the Gov destroyed through the weakening of
ernment is willing to go to aid her the foundation. Not only is there
merchants to retain their foreign great danger of heavy vehicles break customers is illustrated by an incident ! ing through the hard surface when
described in Le Cri de Paris. A manu the ground is soft underneath, but
facturer in Switzerland who had been the freezing of the water will cause
in the habit of purchasing many of his ■expansion and contraction, and the
supplies in Germany before the war consequent heaving cracking, and
recently met at the establishment of i breaking up of the road surface.
one of his customers a German com  | In order to keep the road in shape,
mercial traveler with whom he had Iit is necessary for all of the ditches,
been accustomed to trade. The man outfall ditches, and culverts to be
smilingly offered his wares, but, says j thoroughly cleaned and open so that
Le Cri, he was met with a peremptory they can perform the work for which
refusal, and asked in surprise:
(they were designed.
Winter road
“ It is because I am a German that work of this nature is extremely per
>ou refuse to give me an order?”
tinent, and often saves many dollars
Certainly, for that and no other in later repairs. Attention should al
reason.”
so be given to deepening, w idening
Have you had reason to complain and straigtenihg all side and ou tfill
of the way I have executed your or ditches so that the summer repairs
ders in the past? You have not, have can be made by machinery.
When
you?
Very well, then, if you are the final thaw comes in the spring,
friendly to France, that is no reason the ditches will be working properly,
why you should go against your own and roads which are normally impass
interests. You know very well that able at this time, being merely quag
the goods you get of me will cost you mires of heavy mud, can be made to
at least twice as much if you buy dry very shortly. Thus, instead of a
them of French makers.”
road being out of commission for sev
I know that, but I do not care. I eral weeks in the spring, it will be
will make a sacrifice and so will my open for traffic much sooner if well
customers. I will not give you an order. drained.
It is of no use to pursue the subject.”
In addition to being a needed local
The Boche traveler was not dis improvement good roads are now a
couraged. "You are making a mis national necessity.
They must be
take," he remarked. “ If you resume used more and more for the short
busmess with us I will give you some hauls and less-than-carload shipments
thing that no one in France ran give which are now taxing the railroads
you.”
to the limit and for which motor
likely, hut I do not care about trucks are much more suited. Every
it."
road must be kept open as a national
"Let me finish what I was going to duty.
say- You have no doubt relatives who
are French soldiers?"
( ( tainh, and that is an addition RULES FOR ROAD DRAGGING
j Drag whenever possible at all seaal reason. .
1sons of the year.
“ Listen to me," said the Boche, in
terrupting him.
“ There is, perhaps, j It is not wise to drag a dry road, for
one who has the misfortune to be a the loosened surface will be sucked
up by the traffic, and the wind will
prisoner in our country. Give me on
blow
it away.
ly a fourth of your usual order, tell me
! Drag the road as soon after every
the name of the prisoner, one, no
more, and I swear to you that I will rain as possible but never when the
secure his release as - permanently mud is in such condition as to stick
i to the drag or when it balls up into
disabled.”
pasty ridges when released by the
“ I am curious to know if that is drag toward the center of the road.
so.”
If the drag cuts too much, shorten
“ Try it and see."
the hitch.
The best results for dragging are ob 
Wishing to ascertain whether or
not the German was only bluffing, the tained only’ by repeated application.
Maintain at least a sixteen-foot
manufacturer gave the order so ar
dently desired, and furnished the roadway.
traveler with the name and address
Drag occasionally the full width
of one of his nephews who was a from ditch to ditch to insure an even
prisoner in Prussia. A week later the surface slope for drainage.
nephew arrived in Switzerland, as
If a dirt road is properly built, the
tounded at having recovered his liber- road drag will keep it in good condi
Altho he was as well as a French
tion.
prisoner could possibly be after hav
Use a light drag.
ing been a captive in "Boeheland,” he
Haul
it over the road at an angle so
had been sent off one morning at a
minute’s notice with a number of pris that a small amount of earth Is push
ed toward the center of the road.
oners who were totally disabled.

Beat Him To It
The stranger on a walking-tour
came across an "old, old man a-sitting
on a gate” and began to ask ques
tions:
“ You are a fanner, I suppose?”
“ No, not now. I used to be, but I
gave It up.”
"Well, you don’t seem to be very
busy. You have plenty of time on
your hands, haven’t you?”
“Lots of It.”
"Ever do any work?”
“ Once I did.”
“ What do you do now, if I may ask?”
Don't do nothing. Hain’t done noth
ing for nearly ten years.”
J "So. Why, you’re in luck! If I did
; nothing for half that length of time I
should be in the poorhouse.”
The old man’s face beamed with a
glad surprise, and then, as one who
knows his rare good fortune and
values it at its just worth, he cried
delightedly: “ That’s where I b e !”

S p le n d id f o r C o u g h s

grippe, croup, bronchitis, sore throat, sore
_____________________ lungs, neuralgia, lum bago, rheumatism,
stiff and sore m uscles and joints, sprains, etc. An old tiir»6 fam ily re
m edy, made from pure gums and oils. In 26c and 60c bottles at drug
and general stores. Other standard home rem edies:
Ballard’s Golden Headache Tablets 25c, Ballard's Golden Liver and Stom
ach Pills 26c, Ballard's Golden Salve 26c.
.
.
.
.

J

Drive the team at a walk.
Ride on the drag; do not walk.
Begin at one side of the road, re
turning up the opposite side.
Set the drag at an angle to throw
inward towards the center until a
rounded .crown one-half as many
inches high as the width of the road
way in feet is built up.
Nover permit a sharp peak to be
formed in the center of the roadway.
A trip down the center with the drag
set straight will prevent this.
Reverse the drag occasionally to
throw outward and thus keep from
forming excessively high and danger
ous crowr.
Get the traffic to use the full width
of the roadway.
Plenty of Credit
Mr. Butterworth, the grocer, was
looking over the credit sales-slips one
day. Suddenly he called to the new
clerk:
"Did you give George Callahan
credit?”
"Sure,” said the clerk. “ I— ”
"Didn’t I tell you to get a report on
any and every man asking for credit?”
"Why, I did,” retorted the clerk,
who was an earnest young fellow.
“I did get a report. The agency said
he owed money to every grocer in
town, and, of course, if his credit was
that good I knew that you would like
to have him open an account here!”
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JI In Bankruptcy
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r
j
Mrs. I. H. McLeod, 30 Second St..
Bar \
missus
to
remember
1
write
it
on
a
ces o f this kind published. Seven col- |to play Ashland High and also brought
Harbor, Maim-.
She wrote: " I have just '
mibm to a page, often the entire read- jhome the bacon, by a score of 23 to slip of paper and gum it on the look got a bottle of your I >r. True's Elixir and !
i
i
if makes the fourth bottle f have had for,
lag matter o f the page devoted to this 17, after the game a dance was held. ing-glass."
!
my lit.tle girl.
She was ill when ] saw i
Jinks is now a contented man.
Boys’ line-up
entrancing subject.
Girls line-up
your ad and I had six doctors here for *
:
I
Farley 1 f
Patrons of the Houlton cash market Merrill, r g
H O U L T O N , M A IN E
her and they never helped her at all and
C. Jones, r f
are requested to get their orders in Westin. 1 g
now she is all well and I don't like to be |
WAR
MEASURE
____ ___ J -rt
Jamison, <•
without it in the house and 1 can truly !
early lu the day in order to hasten Haggerty, c
t_____ ____ j
Bring Furs Saturday
On account of our country being at recommend True's Elixir for children." j
AVolverton,
1
g
deliveries.
Sutherland, r f
Dr. Trip’ s Elixir tones the ■ stomach, j
’ P. Jones, r g war. and the scarcity of labor, both
Have Osgood make your Pendant. Dumont, 1 t
regulates the bowels and expels worms, j
for
shop
and
farm,
I
will,
on
and
after
Jackins, r f sub.
Scarf Pin or other article just to suit Wilkins, 1 f sub.
Feb, 11. do all my delivering of goods Thousands of children have worms and
your own ideas.
The regular meeting of the Y. M. in the forenoon of each day, hoping parents do not know what the trouble is.
Symtoms or signs of worms are: Deraged
Manhelm Friedman of Presque Isle. C. A. was held Thursday evening, after due consideration, it will meet, stomach, swollen upper lip, sour stomach,
who went to Camp Devens in Septem- January 31. 1918, in Wording Hall, with the approval of all my customers, offensive breath, hard and full belly with
her has recently cabledhis parents of The leader of themeeting
was John for together we must win the war. occasional gripings and pains about the
natal, pale face of leaden tint, eyes heavy
his safe arrival in France.
Barnes.
His subject was“ W h a t
Orders should be at store bv 10 A. M. and dull, twitching eyelids, itching of the
All those having empty water bot- Y'oung Men tan do to help win the to insure delivering same day.
nose, itching of the rectum, short
dry i
ties from Maple Spring should be War." He gave an interesting talk ( 9cough, grinding of theteeth, little red'
W. E. CAR]
points sticking out on tongue.
starting i
sent to J. G. Donovan, Mars Hill and and some of the other boys spoke on j
during sleep, slow fever.
|
those desiring water should order of this subject. The meeting then closed j
<Jet Dr'. True's Elixir from your d e a le r ’
AT THE DREAM
Mr. Donovan, Westfield.
by repeating the benediction.
today
small cost and
1
Wallace Reid and Myrtle Stedman. hate the child healthy
A ll orders for Friday s- delivery at
Patriotic League has been orj
For which I will pay cash. Brino it in or send postal and
the Houlton Cash market should be g&nized in four companies, two for the popular young artists who scored and happy again. 40c,
Vibm II, Maine.
ordered on Thursday to insure prompt knitting and sewing, one for the mak such a success in the Lasky-Para tide. $ |.(III. Writ** to 11'-.
-------------I will call
delivery.
ing of scrapbooks, and the fourth for mount production "The Prison With
C O N S T A N T S U F F E R E R FINDS R E L IE F
Maple Spring water is equal to the promoting the purchase of thrift out Walls,'’ will be seen at the Dream
"I have been a constant sufferer from
kidney trouble and was
down sick
in
celebrated Poland water in every way. stamps. Each company has a Cap on Wednesday, Feb. 6, in the Morosco- bed."
writes (\ F. Heymolds, 412 Herrick
Leave your orders at the T I M E S tain. a 1st Lieut, and a Company Paramount picture "The World Apart." St.. Elmira. N. Y. " I commenced taking
Foley Kidney Pills. In a few days I was
Couran Block
HOULTON
an unusual and exciting story of west up
office.
„
Clerk.
out of bed." Recommended for rheu
matic
pains,
backache,
biliousness,
sore
ern
life
prepared
especially
for
them
Paste these dates in your hat: HoulThursday. January 31, Miss Violet
muscles, stiff joints, ' tired o u t " feeling.
from the story by George Middleton.
ten Fair, Aug. 27, 28, 29 and 30.
T H E H A T H E W A Y DRUG CO.
Robinson gave the girls of Ricker a
The Merchants' Association will short but very interesting ajnl bene
have charge of the Grand 4th of July ficial talk on "Hygiene." Miss Robin
celebration in Houlton, and everyone son graduated from Ricker in 1910,
should plan to attend.
trained for a nurse at the R. I. State
Don’t let that old carcass of furni- Hospital in Providence and has lately
turn suffer any longer with broken |been Asst, Supt. in the Hospital at
back, dislocated joints, and defaced Augusta. She is visiting her parents
surfaces, made good by the Furniture'on the North Road while waiting the
Surgeon. William Mcllroy, No. *12 call to go over-seas as a member of
I the R. I. Red Gross Base Hospital
Kelleran St.
Unit.
The Y. W. C. A. Meeting
Nctick o r First M oa n no ok ukroitohs
The T. W. G. A. meeting was held
In Um Dtstrlet Court of the United States for
ike Northern DivLiuu of Uie .Disiik-t of in the Ricker Bailor, Thursday at 4
Maine. In Bankruptcy.
p. m.. The meeting began by ten girls
In the matterof
Michael J. Powers
i In Bankruptcy singing the Battle Hymn of the Re
Bankrupt. I
To the creditors of mid Michael J. I*owt*rs public. The leaders were Miss Bol
of HotiHon in the county <>f Aroostook lard and Miss Lougee. Several girls
aml'Distnct ufure&ikl. u bankrupt.
were called upon to talk on different
Notice is hereby given that on the liist day
subjects.
of Jan A. I>. 1918 the said Michael J.
Towers was du ly a d j u d i c a t e d bank Miss Lewin Girls in Munition Fac
rupt; and that the first meeting ot his
tories.
creditors will be held at tlie office of
Edwin I*. Vail in Houlton, on the 23rd Miss Maxwell Girls as Ambulance
day of Feb. A. I). 1918, at I0;oo o’clock
Drivers.
In the forenoon, at which time the Mid
j
creditors may attend, prove their claims, Miss Hafey Food Conservation.
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, Miss Watson -R. G. I. Red Gross Club 1
ana transact such other business as may
Miss Lougee -Houlton Red Gross
properly come before said meeting.
The meeting closed with the sing
EDWIN L. V All.,
Referee in Bankruptcy. ing of the “ Star Spangled Banner."
1
Dated at Houlton. Jan. ;;j,

OF LOCAL INTEREST

Raw

F

ups

Bought

Houlton Hide &
Wool Co.

Second-Hand Furniture and Men’s
Clothing

E B R U A R Y 12-2 2
“From Lincoln’s to Washington’s Birthday”

The Salvation Army National
W ar Service Fund Drive

J

W h en the Am erican Red Cross, the Young M en’s Christian Associa

tion, the Knights of Columbus, the Young W om en ’s Christian A sso

ciation, the Young M en’s Hebrew Association, and whatever other

S H O W I N G
W ednesday
F

K

D F E A 1VI

worthy organizations may yet materialize, have jam m ed and crowd

T U

ed their huts and hospitals and places of refuge and mercy, to the

E

A

D A I L Y

T n

AT

T h e

W o r ld

6
( Mive

A n

E v e n

8
S aturday
F E

B.

9

M onday
F E B .

u

He meant

He was right.

But

B r e a k

The story of a girl's sinress

after he had passed through some more bitter wars, he amplified that
to read, “ An army wins on its morale, which is as three to one, when

Vivian Maitin in
G iv in g

Napoleon once said that armies win on their stomachs.
they had to be well fed or they could not fight.

Tlmmas in

7

F E B .

tens of thousands of men who cannot be handled by any of them!
A p a r t

A Western Mory that's diiferenl

V L Ji.

F r id a y

absolute limit, packing in the men like sardines, there will still remain

A N D

Wallace Iteid and Myrtle ^Udtnan in

B.

T h ursday

E

B e c k y

’

\o

a

C h a n c e

adaption of l.ois /cl

.second cimpter of T h e M y s t e r y

■ :

s story

S h ip

ANIMATED WEEKLY
Other comedy and dramatic pictures
Eimenth episode of T h e F i ^ h t i n g ^ T r a i l
CURRENT EVENTS
Others
Comedy

Drama

you stop to consider the army without m orale!”

That’s what the Salvation Army does

HOULTON TIMES, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 1918
The many friends of Mrs. L. J. BarChief of Police Hogan has received AM.
EXPRESS OFFICE OPEN
OBffU AftY
ton of Oklahoma City, formerly Miss instructions from U. S. Marshal reALL
DAY
j
Elizabeth McLeod, of this town, will gardlng the registrations of German
A suggestion was made last week t o !
Mrs, Michnel Langhan
•
be Interested to hear of the arrival of Alien enemies which goes into force
the Secretary of the Chamber of C om -! In the death of Mrs. Michael Langa young son at their home, Feb. 1st., on February 4h, and continues until
on
and has been given the name of Don February 9th. All such who do not merce relating to the closing of the han, at her home on Charles St
‘ he American ExPre8“ c ° la Thursday, Jan. 31. Houlton lost on« o f
register will be dealt with accorrdlmr ° fflCf
Hon. E. W. Wheeler of Brunswick, ald Leroy Barton.
M n. Chester Lombard of Searsport,
HouIton durinK the ” 00" hour.
Its most respected women, and the
to law.
was in town last week visiting rela was in town, Monday on business.
The
matter
was
taken
up
with
the
Parish of St. Mary’s one of its most
tives.
Dr. A. G. and Mrs. Walker left, Mon MEN OF DRAFT AGE CAN JOIN
Supt. Daniel Webster in Bangor, and active and prominent members. Mrs.
Mrs. Geo. T. Holyoke was the guest day for a short visit with relatives in
ANNUAL MEETING HOULTON on Saturday a letter was received, Langhan had lived in St. Mary’s Parish
THE ARMY AIR SERVICE
o f friends In Woodstock several days Portland.
j It has come to the attention of the
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
saying that arrangements had been since her marriage to Mr. Langhan 38
last week.
Forrest Fleming went to Bangor, ! U. S. Army Aviation Examining Board
The annualmeeting of the Houlton made so that the office would be open years ago. Her maiden name
WfiUi
Rev. and Mrs. E. S. Drew of Har Monday on a visit to his mother and at 806 Congress St., Portland, Maine,
Chamber of Commerce will be held at from 8 A. M. to 6 P. M., and not close Miss Isabelle Cain, a daughter of one
rington, are the guests of Mr. and Mrs. sister for a few days.
that there is in many quarters an er Watson Hall on Thursday. Fob. 14, an hour at noon as has been the c u s - j o f South Richmond’s (N. B.) most
John N. Adams, on Heywood St.
W. C. T. U. meeting on Thursday roneous idea as to obligibility of men 1918.
tom. which will be a great convenience prominent families,
Louis Doherty o f Springfield, Mass.,
j
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Chas. of draft age for the Air Service.
not
only to Houlton business men. but j Mrs. Langhan was an exemplary
There will be a supper served at
a student at Bowdoin was in town
| The Board is instructed to examine
1
to
patrons
out of town.
Barnes, Park Street.
Catholic woman, always active in the
6.30 P. M.. by the ladies of the Con
Sunday to attend the funeral of his
and enlist successful conditions for
interests of the Chucrh, always at
There
will
be
a
social
dance
at
the
gregational
Church, admission to
aunt, Mrs. J. B. Madlgan.
for
service between the ages of 19
tendant
at her devotions, and her piety
Grange
Hall
on
Thursday
night,
which
will
be
free
to
all
members
Deputy Clerk o f Courts, W. B. Clark,
HOULTON’S COMPANY FOR THE and religious
land 30 (both inclusive) even though
zeal were the distinguish
holding a membership card for 1917with We stenographer, Mrs. Campbell, Grangers and their families.
registered or classified under the draft
THIRD
MAINE
REGIMENT
ing
marks
of
her character, while her
18 which shows that their dues for
Mrs. D. W. Grant has returned from
left Monday for Caribou, to attend
law.
|
j
The
interest
in
the
new
company
kindness
and
benevolence were at
the past year have been paid. Those
a visit with her sister-in-law, Mrs.
the Pah. tema o f the S. J. Court.
j Successful applicants for non-flying
'
that
is
to
recruited
for
the
Third
tested
by
her
very large circle of
who do not hold a membership card
Mrs. James Gillin who recently sub Bruce Dickinson at Brownville Junc
;duty (who should be over twenty-five
Maine Regiment is growing greater at friends.
for
1917-18
should
procure
one
at
once,
tion.
mitted to an operation at the Madlgan
1years of age) if within the draft age
each meeting and Ralph H. Whitney
Mrs. Langhan was bore in South
Memorial Hospital is improving daily
Mr. and Mrs. F. D. Goud, of Van may be inducted into the service or if from the Secretary, as the number of |
who
has
received
authority
from
the
Richmond,
N. B.. 73 years age.
She
plates for the supper is necessarily j
which will be gratifying newR to her Buren, were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
beyond draft age will be enlisted as
Adjt.
General
to
act
as
recruiting
of
is
survived
by
her
husband,
Michael
limited.
j
many friends.
IP. L. Rideout. School St., for a few
flying candidates.
ficer for same, is much encouraged by Langhan. and one daughter, Miss A n
Rockabema Lodge No. 78, I. O. O. (days last week.
j Following the supper will o< cur the i
the interest shown.
na. The funeral took place on Satur
F.. win hold their annual Roll Call on I Miss Elizabeth Hogan a teacher in
election of Trustees for the ensuing1
day,
Feb. 2nd. when a High Mass of
BOWLING
Thnraday evening. Feb. 14. This Is one of the ruraI djgtrict s(.hool(i wns
| At the last meeting it was announc
Requiem
was offered in St. Mary’s
Elks
1239—
“
Dux”
1216
ed that 51 men had signed up, with
the one big event in Odd Fellowshlp ,aken t0 the Madigan „ ospl,a| on Sun.
Church
by
Rev. P. M. Silke, pastor.
i
Two
games
and
the
total
pintail
was
good
prospects
for
a
large
number
of
and the usujl good time Is expected. ;day for treatment.
SELECTMEN’S
REPORT
The
Mass
was
attended by a large
I
the
share
that
fell
to
the
Elks
in
their
others
who
will
sign
later.
Pvt©. Henry Mercier who is located
Tuesday morning with the thermo ; second encounter with the ‘‘Dux'- on
congregation of friends.
To February 1st, 1918
j
at Fort Leavitt, Portland Harbor, was
Another meeting is called for Wed- j
! We are this year classifying thej
In town Friday, the guest of his broth meter 20 degrees below zero and the .their home alleys, Monday evening.
nosday evening. Feb., 6th, at the En- j
I different, expenditures of the Town ^
Mrs. John B. Madigan
er, Ewd. Mercier, and left Friday af wind blowing, was as disagreeable to ! Both teams presented a new line
gine [louse, when further instructions j!
be
out
as
any
morning
this
winter.
1
under twelve general distinct head-:
j
up
for
this
game
and
while
the
score
ternoon for a short visit in Caribou.
will be received and as soon as 100 |
' Seldom if ever has the death of any
Ralph Hughes, son of Mr. and Mrs. was somewhat larger than that of the ings or accounts, in conformity with Jmen have signed up, the company will one cast such a gloom over a com
The extremely cold and frosty
the progressive cities and towns of
weather during the past month has Horace Hughes, arrived here Tues ‘ precious game the total was consider
!)>■ inm-lmcd iato service.
munity, as was the feeling in Houltou
'the
State and with the endorsement
'ably
below
what
either
team
is
cap
caused the large plate glass window day for a few days, from Cambridge,
on Thursday evening when it was
! of the Auditor and Budget Committee.
In Perry’s Jewelry store to crack the where he has been taking a special able of rolling.
learned that Mrs. Lucia Madigan had
MARRIED IN WOODSTOCK
1 It is our purpose and intention to in
This
contest
was
arranged
as
a
course
at
Harvard
for
a
commission
as
passe*! away.
entire length which will necessitate
series of 3 games to prepare the men ; form the public each month as to the.| The Carleton Sentinel of last week,
Ensign in the C. S. Navy
a new plate.
Especially sad for relatives to have
for a final roll-off to be played at the j amount expended under the twelvejIreports the marriage of several parties
.The Grange Mill was a busy place
death
enter their family and remove,
These general accounts i from this town and vicinity as folconclusion of the series and are caus- accounts.
on Saturday when hundreds of pat
within ten days, both the mother and
POOR ELECTRIC POWER
■
lows
:
i ,«
~ service given
7
.bv 1ing much interest among the bowling embrace, in some instance , several
rons stood in line to get a “ look in” t t
father, from a family that was so
The
extremely poor
..
„
,
,
/ fans as was shown by the number of sub-divisions.
on s cargo o f oats that had just been the Houlton Water Co. on electric
united, and to whom home meant so
,
Chassion—
Kingston
EXPENDITURES
. . . . .
. .
spectators on the “ rooters” bench who
unloaded, and many were obliged to ' power andj .lights
much.
At the time of Mr. Madigan's
has been caused by
At the Methodist Parsonage, Jan.
* 2,575.31)
General Government
death,
on
Jan. 19, Mrs. Madigan was
drive away empty handed.
j the extemely cold weather forming ice j have without partiality given the hand
3u, by Rev. S. Howard, Alexander J.
Protection of Persons and
frien d s in town will sympathize with in the penstock at Aroostook Falls.
j to the home team or visitor on all
under
the
care of physicians and
Property
13,616.42 Chassion to Phoebe Kingston, both of
nurses,
and
could hardly realize the
Isaac H. Davis in the death o f his j Dynamite has been used to blow the i difficult shots and good plays.
Health and Sanitation
1,363.82 Houlton.
blow tha£ had fallen upon her home
mother which occurred last Saturday ice in endeavoring to overcome the j Ralph Berry was the “dark horse"
Light
2,466.58
and the town, and without a doubt
at the home o f her daughter, in Win- j difficulty, with little benefit and on ! in Monday's game taking for his total
Kelso— Perry
Highways and Bridges
20,686.73
271,
while
Grcutt
was
high
string
man
this blow, together with her weakened
terport, Me. Mr. Davis and J. G. Chad- top of this an accident happened to the j
At the Methodist Parsonage. Jan.
Charity and Soldiers' Aid
6,940.37
wick toft Monday to attend the funer largest water wheel, which they hop for the visitors.
condition from a serious heart trouble,
41,549.69 22. by Rev. S. Howard, Everett S. Kel with which she had been affected the
Another game for Monday, Feb. 11, Education
al.
ed to repair during the day.
Library
1, 100.00 so to Esther A. Perry, both of Hodgwill
be
rolled
on
the
“
Dux"
alleys
with
C. E. Calvin who recently leased
past year, did much to hasten her
The auxiliary plant at Houlton will
Interest
7,596.57 don.
the Cofan building on Bangor St., is be run to help out, but consumers are all new men on the line.
death, at the age of 52 years.
Liabilities
4,815.35
Summary of the game:
renovating same and will soon remove j requested to use as little light as pos
Mrs. Madigan was born in Houlton,
Peters— Hasson
14,026.98
Unclassified
Elks
410
431
398
1239
April
11, 1866. Her father the late
his stock o f new and second hand sible when the lights are dim. thus
At the United Baptist Parsonage,
“ Dux"
403 373 440 1216
furniture etc., so that he will be better assisting to improve the service,
John Rose, passed away about ten
by
Rev.
J.
E.
Wilson,
Donald
Peters
j Total
$120,662.81
prepared than ever to serve his pat_____ __ ______
years ago, while Mrs. Rose made her
$1,803.38
of
this
amount
is on ac of Houlton. to Velma Hasson, of Ma- home with her daughter.
CHURCH NOTICES
sardis.
count of 1916 unpaid accounts.
Rev. F. Clark Hartley, of Truro, N .;
JOHN L. SULLIVAN DEAD
She was a model wife and mother,
The
musical
program
arranged
for
FRANK
A.
PEABODY
S.. former pastor of the Free Baptist1 John L. Sullivan formerly the
and her home was always a place
RACE HORSES BURN IN THEIR overflowing with hospitality, and made
HOWARD WEBB
Church o f this town, was recently W orld’s’ heavy-weight champion, died the Vesper Service at the Unitarian
Church,
last
Sunday,
P.
M.,
will
be
ROBERT
Al.
LAWLLS
granted a substantial raise in salary suddenly at his home in Abbington,
STABLE
attractive for her children, relatives
Selectmen of Houlton
by a vote of the members of his Mass., on Saturday, Feb. 2, at the age given on next Sunday, P. M., Jan. 10,
E. Weslie McBurnie's string of eight and friends.
at 4 o'clock. At this time a collection
church, amounting to three hundred of 59
rac e horses wintering at the Northern > During Judge Madigan s short time
dollars a year, in appreciation of his
Sullivan s friends were legion and will be taken up for the yarn fund of PLENTY OF SNOW IN NORTH Maine fair grounds at Presque I s l e : on the bench, Mrs. Madigan accomfaithful work.
ranged all the way from the ordinary our local Red Cross.
in a fire that destroyed the panied him frequently on his assignERN MAINE CHECKS LUM perished
Staurday last, is commonly known “ fight-fair” to many men of social and
stable, early Friday morning, with augments, but was always glad when th
Methodist Episcopal Church
BERMEN IN OPERATING
as Groundhog day, and while Mr. financial distinction. Theodore Roose
the other contents. Then* was no one , d p was over and she returned to he
Thomas Whiteside, Minister.
Never within a good many years in the stable at the time and the place 'own fireside. In a word she mad<
Groundhog has nothing on the weather ve^ was b*8 friend and it is said that
Morning worship at 10.30 A. M. next
bureau man as a “ predicter,” they
was °n chumming terms with the
have lumbermen in the Northern part was all in flames before it was dis home a home in every sense of the
Sunday.
both make mistakes and again neither ,ate Klng Edward VII of England,
of Maine been so handicapped by covered. The origin is unknown.
word. With her cheerful disposition
Session of the Sunday School at
one has any string on controlling the
Since John L. cut out the booze he
snow as they have this year.
The horses burned included Hal S. and her attractive personality she
noon.
weather however good they may be bas been a strong advocate both in act
One of the well known scalers who (2.06%). Dr. Hall (2.12%), Eva Dare made friends wherever she went, and
The Junior League meets at 3.no in
and deed for temperance.
is working in this county estimates (2.15%). Lurego (2.15%). Gano Todd i to all these as well as her immediate
on predicting.
the afternoon and
the
Epworth
that there is in the woods today, four (trial .2.09), Ravenna’s Last
Houlton friends of Harvey D. Mar
(green family her death is a great loss.
League at 6.15 P.M.
and a half feet of snow, while in many Ipacer), Hattie Wolverton (green trottin who was formely solicitor for the
She was married Jan. 23. 1890 and
The
evening
services
will
be
under
BIG BASKETBALL ATTRACTION
places the drifts are six to eight feet iter), Charlie Semore (2.24 trotting). ; shortly after they moved to the resiBangor Commercial in this section,
On Friday evening of this week the the auspices of the Sunday School. high, blocking logging toads which
will be sorry to learn of an accident
j denee which they had since occupied.
basketball loving fans will have a Some of the officers and teachers will sometimes necessitates the the entire ' All were owned by Mr. McBurnie
which recently befell him while em
•
Besides her mother, a son. James
chance to see two of the fastest games have part. The children and their crew turning out to break out the ! who has but one left, a full brother of
ployed by the Government in a ship
C.
and daughter Alice, she leaves two
j Single G. (2.02), which was in another
that will probably be played at home teachers will sit together. The ser roads.
yard at Quincy, Mass., in which his
brothers,
Justin C. Rose, of this town,
mon
will
be
adapted
to
the
Children
! stable.
Most of the large operators an* us
tog was broken by a blow from an this year. These will take place at
and
Slanwood
Rose of Machias.
cor7.30 sharp at the high school gymna- and their parents and friends are cor
In the barn was 800 bushels of oats, j Funeral services were held on Suning this year log-haulers and as these
Iron rod.
The mush will be
; sium, when the fast Island Falls High dially invited.
require good substantial roads it makes eight sets of harnesses, five sulkies.; i day afternoon from St. Mary's Church
What happened to the usual’ Jan
an attractive feature.
robes, boots and a large amount of ; and were largely attended, Rev
the work doubly hard.
a u r T t a w t h t o year? Maybe the h e a t-!8' * 00' boJ’8' team pIa)'8 tha Houlton
Fr.
General Prayer Meeting at 7.:R>
leoa Monday edict got In its work and j H,gh team' and perhaps the *ame
With half the winter vet to come V<-‘ «K equipment. the most of it o f sltte oBctoMng and his remarks were
Tuesday
evening.
j most fitting and appropriate.
dlsconrnged any attempt to thaw o u t 1
! which should be of utmost interest to
the prospect is not the brightest to high grade.
local fandom, which also takes place
,\lr. McBurnie estimates his loss at
________
until spring, at all events there has j
look forward to. as help is scarce and
that night between the halves of the The First Baptist Church, Court St.
bean very little rain since the snow
.
wages high and a crew getting only *10.000 with no insurance. The stable! L„ , Sad Rrt#t For The LaU AM>(| F
Rev. Henry C. Speed, pastor.
cwne In aarty Noromber. and the wells other game’ ‘ 8 the anaual *ame b*
half of the output ordinarily obtained was owned by the Northern Maine Fair j
McFarlane
10.30, morning worship with sermon.
and itream , are getting very low . : ‘ ween the glrle teams of Ricker and
owing to the difficulty of getting Association and valued at $1700 with \
12.00, Bible School with classes for
The funeral of Allan F. .McFarlane
The latter
W ith over three feet o f snow on
Sch001 respectively ~
no insurance. The stable of T. M. ‘
around in the woods.
men
and women.
|held on Wednesday afternoon from
inlove) It la reared that when
j ««m es ahonld prove all the more
It Is estimated that the cut in north Hoyt, in which there were 35 horses
7.00, Gospel service followed by af
[the Court St. Baptist Church was
cornea, there will be many freshets. j tere8t" ’ * owing to the fact that they
ern fMaine will be from 25 to 30 per was somewhat threatened but good
termeeting.
largely attended by sorrowing friends
^ mgm^ —^ m m m m t m w m —mmmm '
be
teams o t the re8pec*
work by the firemen prevented a
vent, less than in normal years.
Tuesday afternoon the ladies of the
|who filled the large auditorium and
|tive schools meeting each other in any
Labor is scarce and most of the spread.
Thuru May Ba
vestry to overflowing.
parish are invited to meet in the ves
jform of athletics this year,
woods men are as independent as the
try
to
do
Red
Cross
work.
Out of respect to this young soldier
j Large attendance at the high school
Braad Cards and
greatest plutocrat, one case is cited
Mid-week
prayer
meeting
at
7.30.
.every
place of business in the town
|
games
this
year
has
been
lacking,
but
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT
Maat Card*, But
where a man had worked 31 days and
Thursday evening ail the men of
________
Iwas closed during the service.
nevertheless the local teams deserve
You’ll Navar
easifted in his time check for $110.00
good support, the boys team having the congregation are invited to meet
February Term, 1918, to be held at ! Never before has Houlton seen such
and
then “jacked his job" as he had
Naad a Card
won the last four games played while in the dining room of the church for
Caribou.
February 5, 1918.
and out-pouring of friends, all eager
enough to keep him going without
To Got a
: to pay their last tribute to one whom
the girls team has won every game a social hour. The pastor will give a
work for a few weeks.
Hon. Warren C. Philbrook. Justice all respected and loved.
played. this year. Come and boom talk on “ Billy Sunday,'' having spent
B. F. A. Cigar—
Presiding.
! Rev. Henry C. Speed, pastor of the
Houlton by helping the High School a week attending his meetings at
Just a Nickel
HOULTON
DRIVING
CLUB
Ichurch conducted the service and
Michael M. Clark. Clerk
j teams be successful They need good ; Paterson, N. J.. and also in Boston.
At a meeting held last week the fol
'There will be music and a lunch.
j spoke most feelingly of the many good
Walter B. Clark, Deputy Clerk
support.
And What a Bargain!
„
■- - - ! Friday evening the choir will hold lowing devotees of horse racing were
qualities of the deceased both as a
Rev. R. N. Joselyn, Chaplain.
|citizen and as a soldier,
its rehearsal at the home of .John N. chosen as officers of the Houlton Driv
Fred S. Rand, Reporter.
ing Club:
Adams, Heywood Street.
j Beautiful musical selections were
Charles E. Dunn. Sheriff.
Pres., (). B. Buzzell; V. Pres.. Lei*
[rendered by Mrs. Knox and Mrs. Tow
John Q. Adams. Deputy Sheriff.
ers.
W. Ervin: Treas. and Clerk. Fred N.
Levi H. Gary, Deputy Sheriff.
Annual Stattunent of t lio
Voce:
Track
Committee.
John
WilGeorge A. Barrett. Deputy Sheriff.
A R O O S T O O K C O U N T Y P A T R O N S MU
The profusion of floral offerings
liard. W. J. McMenamen, Win. E.
Otis E. Davis. Deputy Sheriff.
T U A L F I R E I N S U R A N C E CO.
Iwas tastily arranged by Mr. Newell,
Weed: Advertising. L. W. Ervin and
K. J. Everett, Deputy Sheriff.
and the casket, which was draped with
For tbc year ending t >*■r. 31, 1017.
Cecil
McGinley.
the U. S. Flag, was banked with
ASSETS
T R A V E R S E JURORS
It was voted to hold races on t he
•’ash in the Houlton 'Trust
flowers, all silent tributes of the high
Company
$ 1'-.'1*0.33 ice track once a week if wea
• per- .George H. Adams
Linneus esteem in which Private McFarlane
Assessments due unpaid
76.33
mits and a good track has been laid Cmphry Bridges
Mars
Hill was held.
<dliee I'urnil
a nd suppl es
6:30.00
out on the stream below thi foot James Campbell
New Limerick
Among those who attended in a
| Gross Assets
U.03 1.44 bridge.
[ I. W. Chambers
Smyrna body were Rockabema Lodge No. 78 I.
ITemium notes subject t<>
Blaine (). (). F.. oj which the deceased was a
The second race on the ice t rack 1S. W. Collins
| assessment
$3,37.333,.70
1
Ralph
Crosby
Littleton
it
ith
took
place
Monday
afternoon
v
member, city carriers and R. F. D. car
Meduet all payments and
Washburn riers from the Houlton office. High
assessments
110,468.18 good crowd in attendance. 4 e asst*s M. L. Crouse
|
Sherman School Cadets, H. H. S. Class 1910.
George F. Dagget
being run off.
Balance din* on premium
1
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Frank
St.
Agatha G. A. K. veterans, members of Old
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etc
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1
1
Glory Camp, S. W. V.. Houlton Clerks’
calla started one heal which Ba racal{
LIABILITIES
Connor Assn., and a large delegation of his
! Thomas Haney
1 Cnpaid losses
$ 5,167. 00 la took. Bromus was drawn and Wild
Chapman PI. associates from the Bowlodrome.
: Hired money
7,308.55 Bill took his place, winning 3,
heats G. W. Henderson
W’oodland
; H. E. Henry
from Baracalla.
The pall bearers were his close per
| Gross Liabilities
$ 13,563.55
Oakfield
i
H.
T.
Hersey
Below is the result of the ra< ing:
sonal friends from the Federal ser
Risks in force 1'ee. 3!,
Ashland
Edgar Hews
1017
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Class A (Pace)
vice, Messrs. Burns McIntyre. Frank
Bridgewater
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Kimball
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2 1 1
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New Sweden
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yea r
2 .) A. O. Jepson
ter F. Kelso
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(Willard)
1
Risks terminating during the
Stockholm
E. A. LarsonTime 31 31% 32%.
year
1.754,801.00
At the grave the impressive burial
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Emile Lebrun
Net Gain during the year
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servii
e of the Odd Fellows was car
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Hodgdon
Clarence London
Kile losses fiuring the year
1
1
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and as the body was laid at
Directum
Regent
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Presque Tsle
No. Policies written during year
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Walter B. Long
Todd Griffith (Willard)
Average annual assessment
- Hudson G. Niles
Houlton rest none could but feel that a great
since company started oh
Time 35% 3.3%.
Fort Kent loss has been sustained in the comPaul B. Pinette
years per $1,000)
$3.37
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Mapleton nmnity.
Fred E. Shaw
Average annual assessment
1
1
One hopeful thought is left to the
last five years
Island Falls
' 5.10 Wild Bill (Donnelly)
1
Waldo Sherman
‘>
*
>
bereaved
family, that a dear one had
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Baracalla
(McManamoiO
2
D I R E C T O R S FOR 1918
Louis Sirois
I>. W. Gilman, Pres.,
Easton
Caribou been spared the horrors of a death on
Time 26 36% 36 %.
Lee Smith
Ernest T. McGIaufiin.
J’resque Isle
Westfield the battled* Id and that he had re
Rue T. Snow
Class D (Pace)
Ira J. Porter.
Houlton
Grand Isle ceived due homage as a friend and a
1 1 Florent Souey
Houllon, Me.
Willard Weston,
Houlton Mona McKinley (Bean)
2 2 L. S. Townsend
liver
Brook i soldier and had been laid where his
O. B. Grlfflin,
Caribou Ambulater Jr. (Gardner)
k
O
Li. E. Tuttle,
Caribou Mollie (McOluskey)
grave could be given that tender care
Fort
Fairfield
3 •
A.
Ellery
Stevens
)
A A. Stewart,
Houlton
which loved ones will see that it has.
Perham
Jtobert
S.
Wordwell
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• the Federal Treasury, it is absolutely which is a very much larger amount increase production over and above
PRIORITIES IN FINANCING [“ “ of labor and material and such is
1| ; necessary that the President be able
than the Government will receive un- war needs.
The last Annual Report of Secretary 8Ues of new securities should be uuI
I to control rate making through fixa- der the excess profits tax now in force.
Today we are not utilizing our re- of the Treasury McAdoo contains the ' dortaken. Material and labor as wall
tion of rates. He hoped to add to the
W e reserve some of Mr. Goss’s j sources, industrial and human, to in following:
;as capital are involved and both public
profits which the Government might statements of the benefits of such a j crease production. The necessity for
“ The Government must, if necessary, improvement3 and new private entereffect by unified operation and other tax, for future consideration.
Its (it is not yet realized,
absorb the supply of new capital avail- prise8, entirely Proper and commend
economies.
main benefits are that it would be
It is primarily a problem of labor.
able for investment in the United &bIe In time 0f peace- w,11< in » great
On the power to Issue railroad bonds thoroughly economic, easily collected,
There arevarious waysproduction
States during the period of the war. measure’ now be considered in the
INDUSTRIAL FORCES the Secretary said also that he would would not be a burden to anyone, may
be increased. One is by increas- This, in turn, makes it essential that light ° f and in ocmQectlon with the
Nobody doubts that we have men like to be consulted, and, in fact, he would be of the largest encourageed efficiency of every individual work- unnecessary
capital
expenditures governmentaI Problems of finance and
brainy enough and expert enough to indicated that the business of a Direc- ment to greater activity of cap.tal,
er.
should be avoided in public and pri- ° ther military necessities.
organize effectively the tremendous tor of Railroads of the Urtited States and would operate as an indirect tax
Walking delegates can prove that ivate enterprises. Some form of regu-1 The Secretary urges that before
resources o f this country so that every was to direct. It is to be hoped that upon production, or more properly, a
.ounce of our enormous aggregate pow- congress will'also take this view and Justly distributed direct tax upon con- all effort expended beyond eight hours ’at“ " ot
capital expenditures ™aki" e contracts requiring the use
of labor and material and before plac
,n r shall do its full part 1n helping to wm promptly clear the situation by sumption, and would tend to encour- a day, six days a week is absolutely should be provided.”
valueless.
Yet
we
find
bright
busi
In
fixing
the
dates
and
amounts
of
hlB new issues of securities or agree
'V|!ii the war. Have we organized ef- compliance with the President’s re- age and create great reserves availness
men
willing
to
pay
double
for
the
Liberty
Loan
issues
the
Secretary
ing
t0 purchase new issues of securt
factively on these lines?
j commendations in this regard.
j able for Government bonds or investthat
increase
in
production
made
pos
of
the
Treasury
considers
not
only
ties
the Federal Reserve Board be
Nobody believes that we have.
a Fateful Day
ment.
sible by working over and above the the needs of the Government, but conferred with- The cooperation and
The Outlook
S*®ry true American wants it done j The Secretary intimates the necesThe market appears to be cruising eight-hour limit. It merely suggests takes into careful consideration the f'oor(bnation of State municipal, and
f A wants it done quickly—only pro- 8jty of raising a large sum through
Oenpah® and pacifists are in favor of the next loan before June. It Is r e -! in a calm sea of alternately rising and that normally, we all work at a small business of the country and the finan- private business with the business of
obetroctton and delay.
jcalled that the enormous tax payment falling days, with changes moderate percentage of our capacities and at a cial needs of the country’s business. the National Government are import
ant to the success of all and the win
How can it be done?
jjS due on June 15th, and that while j and more or less regular.
Strength low ebb of efficiency.
While no specific authority has been
Then there are three classes of la conferred by law upon him to pass up ning of the war.
A n w ic a ’a practical part in the war the purchase of war tax certificates : is shown in that the abandonment of
tlra® far is a gigantic industrial pro- *by various institutions from time to j any immediate peace prospects fol- bor in the country which have not on new undertakings involving large;
position. For a leader in national and time has continued (which wil? di- j lowing the German speech has
had been largely drawn on. First, there expenditures of capital, labor or ma- j
How They Feel in Washington
International statesmanship, since our mlnish the total amount for payment negligible effect upon prices, indica- are high school boys. Their efforts terial, the Secretary states that banks,
“ Have you made any resolutions or
break with Germany, the President (|Ue on one day), that this has not yet ting few stocks for sale at the present at relieving the farm labor shortage corporations, municipal and State of- turned over a new leaf or anything
haa filled every re tire m e n t In these proceeded to an extent which would Ilevels. The unsettlement in the in- last summer in parts of the country flcials have submitted to him plans like that?”
awesome and soul-fttirrjng times, and afford sufficient relief. That total pay- dustrlal world, due to shutdowns, em- are highly creditable and could be ex for new enterprises or issues of se“ No,” replied the man with the
haa led the thought o f the world. He j ment is estimated to bearound $2,800- bargoes, coal transportation and labor tended. Second, many men who have curities and that it is apparent that serene smile. “ No need of them.
If
haa dene this not only in clear, force-000,000.
shortage, continues. These have per fallen out of their niche in the work the United States Government may I have any lingering vices I feel that
This is a vast sum to clear without haps been discontiinued, for the pre ing world after the age of 45 and have count upon a full measure of cooper- I need only wait for son^body to infnl messages of critical moment, and
hf his words has guided the opinions' friction in banking circles, but the sent at least. The outlook for rail never found work again, can be utilized ation on the part of States, municipal!- troduce legislation that will make
Of the whole civilized world, but also j strain is much more serious upon the road stocks has been considerably But the greatest potential supply of ties, and private business, so that no them impossible.
in Insistence upon and furtherance o f j concerns and individuals who must cleared by Secretary McAdoo’s force labor Is th unmarried women from 20 issue of State or other securities will
______ ____________
broad, aggressive policies, like con* pay the year’s taxes in one sum. It ful statement, which Congress seems to 40 years of age, of the class that interfere or unduly compete with the !
8ame Treatment
does not ordinarily seek remunera Liberty Loan issue.
scription o f armed forces and other •will deprive many institutions of cash willing to heed.
tive
employment.
It
is
not
enough
Mg movements o f greatest national to the breaking point, whereas, if the
The Secretary has requested the
‘‘Doctor’ ray husband is troubled
and international importance, he has payments were distributed the effort INCREASED PRODUCTION NOW real test of their productive effors Federal Reserve Board to pass upon
^ * ^ z l n g noise in his ears.”
that they do charitable work. The
brought the United States into line o f : would be much less difficult. It Is
such proposals as may be submitted .
e . er have him to g0 to the 8ea~
GREAT
NECESSITY
shore for a month.”
real test of their productive efforts
the greatest helpfulness in the world’s true the Secretary had legislation efto
him
and
advise
whether
such
ex..But
he ca„ .t get away ..
By R. W. M’NEEL
would be he pay envelope. It would
struggle for liberty.
fected for the issue of these interest“ Then you go.”
As time passes and the business o f!b e the badge of their economic pro- penditures of capital requiring the
It I® In the carrying out of detail j bearing, war-tax certificates, which
the
country
more
and
more
adjusts,
ductivity.
that we have fallen below the highest j taxpayers could buy in advance, thus
The utllization of that Iabor
,
efficiency.
[relieving the pressure to that extent: Itself to war conditions, one, thing beThe
commercial supremacy of ( that is, these can be bought by those comes clour— that in educating the Iaccounts in considerable part for the
America is due to our genius for or- who can spare the funds, bear inter- American public to its duties in the |good cond„ lon ot English bug,ness
If you catch colds easily, it troubled with catarrh,
ganization. The Administration has est at 4 per cent., and can be turned war too much emphasis has been after three years of war. Only this
failed to take advantage of this genius.' jn to revenue collectors for taxes on placed on the necessity for saving and ■week the London Gazette stated that
if subject to headaches, nervousness or listlessness,
The work at Washington has not been the day when taxes are due, thus re economizing and too little emphasis slnce the beglnning of the war 1,by all m eans start today to build your strength with
well organized; its operation has been jiev in g the one-day cash strain to that on the necssity for increasing produc 421,000 English women have taken
tion.
paralyzed instead of being mobilized i extent. But thus far, around, probabup men’s work, increasing the number
for the creation cf the utmost in re- ly, less than $1,000,000,000 of these
Too much emphasis has been laid of employed women to 4,776,000.
znlts. And this is due to a failure to have been purchased, thus leaving the on the necessity for skimping and
The w hole'w ar problem is applied
select a few men highly fitted to take dangerously large sum of nearly $2,- necessity for making every American
to business then is not to turn every
responsibility and to achieve syner 000,000,000 to be provided out of the saving and too little emphasis on ihe thing to war work, neither to do busi
business treasury on the given day. worker and every dollar invested In ness as usual. It does consist In so
getic marvels. *'*
American industry produce g.t maxi stimulating production that there may
A Proposed Remedy
American Genius Needed
Instead, we have lamentable evi
be a judicious adjustment between
fcertain!* *?” ?
Z ' relieving mum capacity.
dence of wasted energies and Vested this strain should be planned and
Too much emphasis has been placed j war and peace business so that the
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malarial, ifi transportation in coal, in adopted. In lieu of a better way, and
btesl capacity, in labor, all working as these are abnormal times and cred
gradually to the worst results of the it must be used freely and in unusual
employments, it would be feasible to
In planning and engineering, in allow tax payments to be made part
•gvlpplnff a great army, In supplying in cash and part In promissory notes
enormous amounts of food, creating due at a reasonable date later and
and shipping Immense stores o f muni bearing interest.
For Instance, on sums due, say over
tions and fleets o f aeorplanes, and In
driving shipbuilding to Its utmost one thousand dollars, the Government
speed of output and of capacity, we IC0Uld offer to receive one-third or oneneed the highest type of business ex quarter in cash and the other twoecutives that the country can furnish. thirds or three-quarters, in notes at
These men of the largest experience two, three and four months, bearing
In organizing and in executing, with 4 per cent, interest. These notes the
toll power to proceed under the Presi Government could discount at the Fed
dent’s direction, should be relied upon eral banks as funds were needed, and
to place our great Industrial machine could, in fact, discount them at a low
on the same plane of the highest cap er rate than 4 per cent., thus realizing
acity and efficiency which it has taken a profit on the transaction. The notes
in peace times, now in war times, when would be probably as good when due
we most need its irresistible power as the makers might be on June 15th
for winning the war.
—that is, this method of extending
The President has been unfair to payments would have little attending
himself, in that he has not availed risk. It would solve the problem of a
himself o f the close assistance of these dangerous money and credit collision,
powerful executives under his very at a concentrated point of time.
eye and band, giving them power to An Economic Solution of Taxation
execute promptly and effectively every
The present revenue taxation plan
move agreed upon by wise counsel In has been called the most undemocratic
order to compel far-reaching results. tax law ever created. Probably the
That the President now sees this, is feature of the law generally recog
evident, for since writing above an nized as the most discriminate and
nouncement comes of the appointment oppresive, is that under which the de
of Mr. Edward R. Stettinius, as Sur finitions of capital are attempted. The
veyor-General of all Army purchases, honest application of this operates to
that he will assume his new duties at the advantage of the dishonestly and
once, with headquarters at Washing- overcapitalized business of the country
ont, and that he will coordinate all as against the small capitalist or
work so as to make available immed small business. Congress evidently
iately the utmost resources of all in had little intention of such an outcome
dustries necessary to hurry the Gov as the law necessitates. Many a busi
ness modestly but honestly capitalized
ernment program.
is under this law facing impossibly
Light on the Railroad Subject
The testimony of the Secretary of unjust payments.
Mr. A. H. Goss, of Detroit, has sug
the Treasury before the House In
terstate and Foreign Commerce Com gested a method of taxation calculated
mittee, shows that in his dual post of to sweep away “ all the inequalities,
Director of Railroads, he has absorbed discriminations, penalties, and oppres
very clear ideas on the subject. The sive and depressive effects, the incen
Secretary’s testimony was very short tives to dishonest disclosures and cap
and direct on the need in the financial italizations, the complicated comput
im m unity of a prompt concurrence ing situations, which are directly at
hy Congress in the President’s recom tributable to the provisions—and ex
mendations for guaranteeing railroad emptions from provisions—of the pre
earnings He said that the Govern sent law, made necessary In defining
ment laced the necessity of raising what shall be considered ‘net inc910.000. 000.000 between now and June,come.' ”
These disadvantages are eliminated
and that with our financial situation
as It is now—uncertainty largely pre in Mr. Goss’s plan, by substituting for
vailing—we can do nothing; that our graduated perecentages (ranging as
savings banks, Investment concerns high as 60 per cent, of net Income) a
and other fiduciary institution*' hold flat percentage of one per cent, against
94.000. 060.000 of railroad securities,gross income (or volume of business)
"feo long as these institutions are un to be paid monthly by every corpora
certain as to the status of the securi tion, partnership, association or in
ties they hold, what Income they will dividual in business.
get, and what the future holds for
In the case of banks, brokers, job
their interest and dividends, they are bers, or commission men, the per
In no position to buy the bonds which centage should apply on "Gross Re
ceipts” or ‘‘Income’’ before payment
we must offer.”
The Secretary, in reply to a question of operating expenses rather than
as to whether railroad employees were against clearances or “ gross volume”
not becoming lax in their duties un of business handled.
der Federal control, said that at first
Collections for, and payments to,
there was a disposition, both on the the Government to be made and ac
part of some officials and employees, counted for by the seller, except in
dne to the uncertain position In which case of labor where the employer
they felt themselves, to a tendency would be held responsible for collec
In his direction. This lasted only a tion and accounting.
short time, and he was now receiving
Mr. Goss cites the bank clearances
the most loyal co-operation from both of the United States as giving some
the officials and employees of every Idea o f what might be collected under
class.
this one per cent. tax. For 1917 bank
The Secretary pierced the obfuscat clearings are estimated at over $300,ing proclivities of Clifford Thorne and 000,000,000. In addition, the amount
others, to turn rate fixing back, to of currency In circulation, about $4,chaotic conditions, by asserting that 876,000,000, which is turned over in
with the control of the roads in he trade many times, would give an idea
President's hands, It Is as essential of the added amount of revenue which
that he should have the same control might be collected under this plan.
over their properties as he has to send The percentage would produce, rough
Into battle, and that to protect ly, around, or over, $3,000,000,000,

on the necessity for reorganizing all
industry on a war basis. Too little
emphasis has been placed on the necessity for so increasing our efforts
and productive capacity that we may
supply the needs of the country for
war, and also insure such a production
of goods outside those directly required
for war, that the normal business
structure of the country may be maintained under normal conditions, to be
ready on the declaration of peace to
quickly embark on the international
race for trade advantage which will
certainly follow.

war may be aggressively prosecuted,
! and yet possibilities of trade and iuj dustrial expansion in a future time
of peace may not be destroyed,
| Attother reason for such an in
|crease in production that there may
j be a mlnimum disturbance of indus' try ls that ln a }6ng great strxJgg]e
psychological factor Is the deci' sive one It ia the c0„ ntry that has
greatest courage and optimism,
an(j resolution, as well as the resour, ces ^hat wins. Nothing tends more
,
unsettle confidence and create
pessimism than business curtailment
For this country to waste and disor that means unemployment and closed
ganize its resources and industries factories.
that it would be prostrated and unable
If, on the other hand, we can so
quickly to take its proper place in the increase prodm tion that we can vig
world’s trade and commercial affairs orously prosecute the war, and still
after the war would be almost as keep our normal business structure
great a catastrophy as defeat in battle. relatively intact, the country will grow

which is a concentrated medicinal food and buildingtonic to put power in the blood, strengthen
die life forces and tone up the appetite.
No alcohol in SCO TT'S.
The imported Norwegian cod llw oil used in Scoff’* EmmMam ia now refined
in our own American laboratories which guarantees it free from impuritlen,
Scott ft Bowne. Bloomfield, N. J.
tf-tfi'

PARMENTER & POLSEY
1 ANIM AL

YOU ARE PARTLY
MADE OF IRON
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X H E higher the potato prices the greater the profit for the
* farmer. With potato prices now higher than at any time
for 50 years, every Aroostook fanner should make his land
produce potatoes to the utmost. Use Parmenter & Polsey
Potash Fertilizers. They are reliable. They restore the plant
food carried away by previous crops. Parmenter & Polsey
Fertilizers are composed of BLOOD, MEAT, BONE, Chem
icals and 4fo water-soluble Potash.

However great the immediate prob stronger each year of the war, and
lem of winning the war, therefore it the people will bo filled with confi
must not be forgotten that after it con dence not only as to military results,
ess for industrial and commercial su- but also as to the coursi of business
premaey will go on, nationally and in- ; after the war.
ternationally, and that all possible
Success, whether in war or peace,
human financial and industrial re- must be based on expansion, not con
sources of the nation muot be conceiv- tra(.ti()n, now and hereafter.
ed for that purpose. That can only j
________________
be done by stimulating capital and
Knew His Bible
labor to maximum production.
“
Why
do
you have an apple as your
The whole problem of war business
trade-mark?’’
asked a client of the
and “ business as usual” is one of pro
cash
tailor.
duction. The government will find
it easier for instance, to raise $20,“ Well, well,’’ replied the man, rub000,000000 of money this year, th a n 'bing his han(liii ..if it hadn't been for
to spend $15,000,000,000 for the pro
an apple where would the clothing
ducts. It is a terrible task to get that
■business be today?”
amount of work done in a year.
People talk of economy as saving
money. In reality, economy merely
means that people refrain from draw
ing on the available supply o ’ goods
in the country that the government
may have more. But the great reason
That is, iron is an essential con
for economy is not to save money. It stituent o f pure, healthy blood.
Peptiron, the new iron tonic, com
is made necessary and is preached
bines
pepsin, iron, nux, celery and
so persistently because the country
does not produce enough goods to sup other blood and stomach tonics that
physicians prescribe.
ply the government and also normal
i t is a wonderful corrective of
needs, and war needs must come first. anemia, paleness, languor, nervous
So the greater the production the less ness— whether caused by hard w ork,
economy is necessary. If with the worries—over-use o f salts and other
withdrawal of millions of men from blood-depleting cathartics that are
industry we could so increase produc doing so much harm to many people
tion of all goods that the normal sup just now— or any other cause. Pepfcply would be available for civilians, iron w ill restore the iron strength
and still supply the army, we could that yon must have for cheerful per
formance of daily duties.
have business almost as usual. And
Peptiron is in convenient pill form,
can approach the condition of busi
chocolate-coated and pleasant to take.
ness as usual only in so far as we can
Get it today.

F E R T IL IZ E R S

Buy our Potash Fertilizers because the Potash is guaranteed
to be water-soluble. Any other kind is worthless. Approved
by New England Experiment Stations. Don't wait until the
supply is sold.
BU Y NOW
T. L. Marshall, Fort Fairfield, General Salesman.

PARMENTER & POLSEY FERTILIZER CO., Boston,Mass.
BraMk CMmUdatadK*a4>rt»i Co.

Farmers know the value of intensive cultivation and are
getting greater production per acre.
Do you realize the importance of intensive saving?
Regular weekly deposits accumulate rapidly.

BANK W ITH US.

The Income Tax of Investors
is often complicated by profits and losses
Our new booklet may be of assistance to you

Know W here Y ou Stand
A Checking Account with the Houllon Trust Company
is advantageous from every point of view
Your Check book enables you to keep a concise record
of your income and expenses.
Pay in this Safe, Convenient and Economical way.
Checking Accounts, large or small, are solicited.

Send for complimentary ropy

Bonbright & Company
IncorpofAtcd

R. A. ft K. L. MANNING, MANAGERS

Houlton Trust Co.
Houlton .Maine

Shawmut Bank
New York

Philadelphia

Building, Boston

.Chicago

Detroit

London

HAROLD P. MARSH, Representative, 1ft State St., Bangor

1

Paris
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HEAD OF COUNTRY’S
RAILROADS

Rapid CftfoiUtor
o^Ki v j inspector—"Now, my little
mao, w tet do fire and one make?” No

KEEP TRUCKS IN SERVICE CONDITION

night ledger. On the sheets are rude
notes. One will bear the name of a
man. Another will have a few figures,
..................
another
will have a single word. -But
these notes bring back to him the
thoughts which barely had time to reg
ister themselves on his conscious
mind before he fell asleep.
As Mr. McAdoo’s place in the Ad
ministration is now constituted he is
most generally thought of as Secre
tary of the Treasury and Director-Gen
eral of Railroads. As a matter of fact,
he is at this time giving far more
thought and endeavor to the latter
post than he is to he former. For he
has not wasted his years in Washing
ton, and he has devised an organiza
tion in the Treasury Building second
to none in the industrial world todav.

_

TO FIND OUT

. .
th ° 6 erxm**e
muc^ foodstuff
the average household In Maine has
on hand, how much food the people
are using and how it is being used, a
household survey of this State is to
be made immediately by the extension
forces of the college of agriculture of
the University of Maine under the
direction of Miss Catharine N. Platts.
The Food Administration has asked
the Department of Agriculture to
make these surveys in every' State and
the work will be done by the colleges
of agriculture.
It is the desire of the Food Admin
istration to get a representative sur
vey of all classes of the State’s popu
lation with reference to the* family o c 
cupation. mode of living and family
income.
Food surveys will be made in eight
counties in this State, Somerset, Knox,
Waldo. Aroostook, Kennebec. Cumber
land. Androscoggin and Penobscot
and will be conducted by Miss Ruby
Barker, Miss Eunice Niles, Miss Lucile Royal, Miss Ruth Cummings,
Miss Edith Flint, and Mrs. Richard
Dodge, all District Home Demonstra

Seeing that Uncle Sam’s pocketInspector—“ Suppose l gave you five j book is kept replenished, even in nor
40CS and tken another dog, how raany ™al times, lias always been consider
ed a full day’s work for any man while
Oogs would you have?”
running
a railroad, under the most
Small Boy (confidently)—“ Seven.”
Inapoctor—“ Tut, tut! How would favorable conditions, has demanded
about all the time and energy of one
you have aeven?”
Small Boy— “Course 1 should. I got executive head. But mobilizing the
finances of the country under the
a dog o ’ my own at home.”
stress of war, as well as supervising
the railroads of the United States, al
LIBEL FOR DIVORCE
ready strained by abnormal demands
and
weather-conditions, would scarce
To the Hon. Justice of the Supreme
Judicial Court, next to be held at Houl- ly seem to be within the limits of
ton. In the County of Aroostook and either the mental or physical powers
State o f Maine:
of any one man. Yet William G. McCelia Brown, of Bridgewater in said Adoo, at the request of the President,
County o f Aroostook, respectfully re has undestaken to handle both ol'
presents that on the twenty-seventh
NEW DEPTH BOMB A TERRIBLE
day of June, 1905 at Bridgewater in these big jobs. But Mr. McAdoo has
said County, she was lawfully married an advantage over the average citizen
WEAPON
to George Brown o f Bridgewater that inasmuch as he works in his sleep.
A new depth bomb which should
ever since said time she conducted Washington, quick to criticise appoint
herself towards said Libelee as a
surpass all the terror makers under
faithful, true and affectionate wife, ments to high place, applauded the
seas is being tried out for the final
hut that said Libelee, regardless of his President’s selection, the man who is
blight of submarines. It is combined
marriage covenant and duty, on the to administer America’s wealth and
with an electro-magnetic device which
first day o f January, 1907, utterly de run 260,000 miles of railroads at the
serted your Libelant without cause,
endued with a roving commission, fol
and that said desertion has continued same time:
lows a submarine like subsea hound
William G. McAdoo, of New York,
to the present time, being more than
until it gnashes destruction upon the tion Agents.
three years, during which time he has N. Y.. fifty-four years old, and with a
They will enlist the aid and ser
victim.
contributed nothing to her support,
but that said Libelee regardless of his body as tough as a pine knot, has m
The newest modifications of the vices of local groups, such as women’s
marriage covenant and duty has been four short years been developed and
depth bomb arc due to F. R. Lewis of clubs, to explain the purpose of the
guilty of cruel and abusive treatment has developed himself up to the point
New York, inventor of several new survey and how the questions should
towards said Libelant, and of adultery. where he is beyond doubt the nation’s
S U P P L Y T R U C K C R O SS I NG B R I D G E IN A I S N E REG I O N.
war appliances, including an improved be answered, it is essential to know
That your Libelant has made dili
gent Inquiry, but that the residence foremost exponent of the rare and in
American business lions.-*; and mer one another just as seldom us possible, j airplane range tinder for bomb drop- how much food there is on hand in
•f said Libelee is unknown to your tricate art of organization and admin chants may well )e,.rn a lesson from
“ 1 be ordinary motor truck route Is j pjng. According to the characteristics this State and the statistics obtained
Libelant, and cannot be ascertained istration. In other words, he has de the miliiary authorities in tin- care of from llic railroad toward the front un
<! - jv ,) |,y tfip Electrical Experi in this survey are desired as a guide
by resonable diligence. That there vised a great piece of machinery,
keeping trucks in service up to their til the roads arc t o o had. and the loads menter this bomb might be expected in the conservation of food supplies
is no collusion between them to ob 
tain a divorce; but that your Libelant clocklike machinery, with a huge suc  fulh-'i etliek i c y . aeeoi'ding In W. Owen are deii\ered to the smaller units of to track a submarine to its home and in the United States.
a
welt - known
consult the horse transport. The truck then
believes that said bonds of matrimony cession of wheels, each turning upon Thomas,
The survey in Maine is part of the
climb the fire (‘scape, if necessary, to
ought to be dissolved, wherefore she some other cogged wheel. And in the ing automotive engineer of Detroit. returns to railhead by another route.
comprehensive
inventory of food re
indulge
its
vicious
impulses.
prays that a divorce may be decreed. center of this great and confusing Mich. Since trucks in war work lace
“ Rest Camps” Provided.
sources
in
this
country and is known
And your Libelant further prays
Whip'
harmless
to
surface
vessels
the severest tests known, and since
“ After they are reloaded they pro
that reasonable alimony, or a specific mass of whirling disks is a small mas
passing through the submarine zone as the War Emergency Food Survey.
they
must
he
kept
in
the
best
possible
ceed
again
toward
the
front,
and
sum in Ueu of alimony, be decreed to ter-wheel which sets the pace and up
This survey will touch every dealer
her, and that she may have the cus on the turnings of which depends the condition all the time, in order that somewhere on their route their rest it is sure death to the submarine that
in
food and food materials, every food
buttles
may
he
won,
says
Mr.
Thomas,
comes
within
the
magnetic
radius
of
camp
will
he
situated.
This
location
tody o f their minor child, named, Dot- smooth running of every other wheel.
the men in charge of mechanical trans is chosen in as sheltered a spot as pos its powerful electromagnets.
tie Brown, aged 12 years, and that
The manufacturer, and every holder of
This master disk, this wheel with
said Libelant's name be changed to
port spare no end of pains in prevent sible. and It Is moved whenever Ger
substantial quantities of foods.
A
in the wheels, this pinion of the na ing trucks from falling by the wayside. man guns or airplanes become too bomb can be planted in waters infest
Celia Withers.
seperate
schedule
will
be
sent
to
a
ed
by
enemy
submarines
with
the
aid
CELIA BROWN.
tion’s financial system, is William G.
friendly.
Features of Equipment.
representative number of specially
of
patrol
boats
or
hydro-airplanes,
by
Dated at Hpulton this nineteenth McAdoo.
“ A first-aid truck and relief trucks
“ Here the reserve first-aid truck, the
turning the screw that opens a valve selected homes throughout the country
day o f December, 1917.
If we are to go on past performan accompany nil truck convoys,” says workshop trucks and the stores trucks
Signed and sworn to before me this ces, William G. McAdoo is the best Mr. Thomas, who was head of the Ca carrying supplies and repair parts ore to the ballast chamber the bomb im and upon returns from these an esti
mate will be made for all homes.
19th day o f December, 1917.
choice as the man who can handle nadian mechanical transport, in speak left working on the reserve trucks and mediately sinks under the surface of
S. 8. THORNTON.
The Act of Congress providing for
the
water
14
feet,
where
it
lies
in
wait
units.
The
r
e
p
a
i
r
s
done
here
are
lim
ing
of
the
method
pursued
in
war
serv
Justice of the Peace the nation’s pocketbook and at the
the War Emergency Food Survey fix
for
its
prey.
If
by
chance
a
merchant
ited
to
those
taking
two
days
on
any
ice,
“
These
trucks
run
the
last
in
the
same time straighten out the railroad
<L. S.)
or patrol vessel should attact the ed a fine not exceeding $1,000 or im 
system.
! train and stop and help any truck that one unit. If engine hearings need
scraping in slightly and tightening this bomb, the bomb would attach itself to prisonment not exceeding one year,
falls
out
of
the
line.
If
necessary,
a
AROOSTOOK, 86.
But how does it happen that this relief truck will tow the straggler or would be done, but if parts are broken
the side of the vessel and remain or both, as punishment for any indi
.. Supreme Judicial Court. particular man has become the nth
take Its load so that the first-aid truck the unit Is taken to a railroad, shipped harmless as a barnacle.
vidual or concern who wilfully fails to
In vacation,. Houlton, January 25, 1918. power of executive efficiency? What
can work on it. Tin- traffic is arranged to the advanced base and another
It should be understood that this make report when requested, or wil
In this action it is ordered by the
so that one class runs on each road, drawn in its place. This work has to electro magnetic depth bomb is not of fully reports incorrectly. The Govern
court that notion be given said Libelee
and to a great extent in one direction progress regardless of weather condi
the class constantly invented by well ment, however, counts on the full co
by publishing thq Ubel and . this order
only, In order that vehicles may pass t i o n s . ”
of court three successive weeks in the j
meaning but electrically uniformed operation of the affected trades, in
Houiton Times a newspaper printed
patriots, wherein the magnet is sup dustries and individuals, and hopes
and pnbHahedat Houlton fn said C on n -:
posed to pull the ship or the bomb that there will be very few cases in
ty o f Aroostopk, the last publication |
manner of man is he? How does he who was .Judge soldier in the Mexi
which it v.'ill be necessary to enforce
to he at least thirty days before the
good appetite, good spirits—
can Civil wars, District Attorney- Gen- through a radius of several yards.
next term o f this eourt in said County t mean no discoid in the body. .work and how does he play? Can he
The Lewis depth bomb is fitted with compliance through prosecution.
! stand the strain, and can he surmount .oral of Tennessee, and Adjunct Proo f Aroostook to be held at H oulton,,
powerful multipolar electro-magnets
in said comity, on the- third Tuesday; To keep the organs i n har jthe obstacles that are as sure to rise M’essor of English and History at the
all
over its outer shell. These are not NAVAJOS USE MOTOR CARS
of April 191£; that he may then and j mony—when there is need—use |in his path as the sun is sure to climb University of Tennessee.
normally excited, but as scon as a
there appear and defend if he sees '
Navajo Indians— those who make
|out of the east to-morrow?
j Mr. McAdoo studied law at the Unifit.
|
submarine comes within a few feet of the wonderful blankets and will not
versity
of
Tennessee
and
was
admit
Here is what Washington replies
LESLIE C. CORNISH,
j
ted to the bar when twenty-one years it . the presence of her iron mass give up their secret of dyeing—are
when these questions are asked:
Chief Justice o f the Supreme Judicial j
Many a
old and practised law in Chattanooga c a u s e s a sensitive magnetic needle re riding in motor cars today.
Court
William Gibbs McAdoo was born
lay to close the battery circuit through lithe young buck, whether he has ever
until
1892.
At
this
time
he
tried
to
A true copy of libel and order of
j near Marietta. Ga., October 31, 1863, run a street-railroad in Knoxville and the powerful electro-magnet nearest crossed the threshold of Carlisle or
court thereon.
L viw l 5*1* of Aar Mullein* in th* World*
: being the son of William G. McAdoo, ran it into the hands of a receiver. to the submarine’s hull. If the sub not, can ‘‘burn the wind” in a buzz
Sold
ttwywlnr*.
(a
box**,
10
c.,
U
e.
Attest:Michael M. Clark, Clerk.
But while some of the Knoxville citi marine is close to the depth bomb, the wagon as expenditiousiy as any young
zens thought the six-foot. 165-pound bomb will attach itself to the subma paleface blade.
young-looking executive was fore rine. all unknown to the crew. Besides
War has boomed things at the Shipdoomed to be a failure. New York men all this use is made of a compressed rock Agency, out on the old Santa Pe
who had watched his work told him air tank and two discharge jets, one at Trail, and the 22,000 Navajos are roll
that he could find his opportunity in either end. The depth bomb will be ing in limousine luxury. They are not
propelled toward the subject by the given rations by the government—
New York City.
escaping
air, even though the bomb they have rations to sell at war prices.
And so Mr. McAdoo went to New
is
several
yards away.
They not only have a world monopoly
York, where he began the practise of
If
a
patrol
or merchant vessel hap on their famous blankets, but they
law. But it was not long before his
old railroad experience led him to look pens to pick up any of the electro have thousands of cattle, sheep, ponies
upon the Hudson River with a specu magnetic depth bombs, it must be re and goats roaming over their hills.
lative eye. He decided that a railroad membered that they stay at a fixed While the squaws weave the celebrat
under the river-bed was needed by draft, which renders the bomb harm ed blankets from pure wool the silver
New York, and he proceeded to build less to them. However, when a sub smiths among the men make beauti
the tunnel which bears his name. He marine picks one up it is harmless ful braclets, rings and ornaments dear
started In with only his idea and his only until the submarine dives. The to the civilized as well as the savage
submarine must go to a depth of at heart. Mexican silver dollaru are nsed
personality.
least
30 to 35 feet, when the water in making Navajo jewelry, because
As it happened, both of his assests
pressure
causes the hydro-static valve they contain less alloy than the Ameri
were at par. The idea has proved it
to
work
the
electric switch, which in can silver dollar.
by rubbing a Lamp,
self. The personality was such that
turn operates the spark coil exploding
And you need not be afraid to visit
after
$4,000,000
had
been
sunk
in
the
and since his time the Society of Lam p Rubbers lias
project with little progress, the man a powerful high explosive charge. The the Navajos. They are a good natnrincreased.
who had fathered the idea and raised charge is heavy enough to blow in a ed, friendly tribe of Indians, hospit
the money persuaded the investor to plate or two or cause the plates to be able and respond readily to kindees.
blown in to such an extent that the But they know how to drive a bargain
T hey believe in
and
put up many millions more.
As can be imagined from this one submarine would sink in a very few in selling a blanket.
, and other Cradle Songs, the cradles are
accomplishment, Mr. McAdoo has a minutes, so that the subsea craft by
pleasing and persuasive personality. its very act to destroy destroys itself.
fu ll o f Aladdins because they do not require anything
PLANTING LOBSTERS
There is provided an airtight cham
He is and always will be young man.
Over
1000 seed lobsters have been
ber
around
all
electrical
parts
and
the
larger
He is thin and angular, so thin that
liberated along the Maine coast re
explosive
chamber,
as
the
bomb
lying
he wears double-breasted coats to take
cently, and an additional 2000 are
now-a-davs do not
away
the string-bean appearance in the water would be affected by the ready as soon as the authorization of
which a tight-fitting garment would different temperatures, which would the commission of sea and sore fish
their opportunity by Rubbing the I^ainp of Business and
give. But above all, he is active— and cause sweating (condensation), and eries is obtained for their liberation.
m aking a wish. They keep their Lamps filled and
in passing it may be said that he first this moisture would sooner or later Every one of these has been marked,
won the admiration of the President’s cause the bomb to become dead and and as they are the property o f the
and
by means of well written, well displayed,
daughter, whom he married, by his i consequently harmless. A special time
state of Maine, it will be necessary for
grace as a dancer His aupberb phy i awltcl> 19 P r i d e d which keeps all cirSeasonable Advertisements.
all
lobster fishermen who may gather
1cuits open until after a predetermined
sical condition is due in part to
them in their traps to release them or
time
period,
thus
enabling
the
ship's
fact that he neither drinks nor
«
Merchants of Good Business .Judgm ent— not the
[crew to cast them overboard and get stand the penalty of a $50 fine which
smokes.
away from* the spot before the depth was provided in a new law enacted at
cradle kind— took a lot of money away from mail-order
He has the faculty of winning friends j
the last session of the Maine Legisla
quickly and easily, and he does it be- j bomb becomes active.
ture.
houses last year bv using display advertising in the
These
depth
bombs
can
be
cheaply
cause he has a large heart and a sym- j
The 1000 female lobsters that were
pathy for th« other man e story. His ■ »««'
™uld l)e Plo" te<i ^ th<! hun' liberated recently were the first to be
dreds
in
the
zones
picked
out
for
this
mind is of the whiplash variety, yet it
purpose at night (or by seaplanes in given the special marking, a small
also has the character of the weighted
the daytime), and as the bomb sinks hole having been punched through the
plumb-line.
middle flipper, and those later to be
Perhaps the outstanding character to a depth of 15 feet there is nothing released will have the same markings.
to
show
the
enemy
where
danger
lurks.
istic of the man is his almost uncanny
..... to
. grasp the
..
_„ : The of
hydrostatic
is controlled by
ability
essentials
a ; 1 c valve
7
The Curate Did His Best
.
.
__a
tension
spring
and
indi
The difference, not merely of degree
problem. Given a mass of information .
, set-screw
,
.
..
., ..
. . . . , |cator. which can be adjusted for the but of kind, which is supposed to sep
he throws aside the unessential fae*
a
,
,
,,
,
.
„
. . „ j bomb to explode
at a predetermined arate the English rector from the in
tors as a tractor threshing-machine
*
(depth of 30 to 100 feet.
ferior order of curates is amusingly
kicks out chaff.
| The depth bomb would seem to have
Mr. McAdoo usually retires at mid- distinct advantages for carrying on exemplified in the following:
Returning to his parish after his
night, and he then turns his affairs \anti-submarine operations in such
autumn
holiday, a dignified country
over to his subconscious self and goes waters as those off the coast of Belto sleep. And his sub is right on the .^
^
^ ^ Gennan coastal water# clergyman, noticing a woman at her
cottage-door, with a baby in her arms,
Jof the North Sea.
The allied war asked: “ Has that baby been baptised?”
With many men who think deeply vessels cannot enter these thickly
"Well, sir,” replied the curtsying
the subconscious mind takes over mined waters anyway. They are netmother, “ I shouldn’t like to say as
many of the day’s problems and gives ted off to a laTge extent, so that floatmuch as that, but your young man
back the answer at unexpected mo- j n g depth bombs would hardly menace
came and did what he could.”
ments. Mr. McAdoo has found that
allied ships. But the Huns in
his mind is up to such tricks, and he their subsea war vessels know safe
Unintentional
places a tablet and pencil beside his Iehiannels through the mined areas and
“ Stonewall” Jackson was not a man
bed. He is awakened at night by re- (manage to cut through nets and final- to speak ill of another man without
ports from this busy mind, and he jots
8hOW up somewhat in the Atlantic.” reason. At a council of generals early
down on the pad notes bearing upon "When Uncle Sam’s aerial fleet reaches in the war, one of them remarked that
the questions.
the outer side, and even with the pre- Major Smith was wounded, and would
In the morning he goes to his office, sent allied air fleet, it ought to be pos be unable to perform a certain duty.
“ W ounded!" said Jackson. “ If that
and once he has started the machinery sible to sow the forbidden water areas
he pulls out of his side coat-pocket a with tens of thousands of electro-mag- is so it must have been by an acciden
tal discharge of his duty!”
number of sheets of paper from the netic depth bombs.

Good Health

BEECH A M S
PILLS

The Lamp Rubbers
A lad d in Got R esults

W istfu l W ishes

W atch

f u l W aitin g

L ive M erchants

Waste
Lit-

Up,

H ot,

TIMES.

Don’t be a Lamp Rubber—Follow the Example
of these Successful Merchants and get out of
the Cradle League..........................................................
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HODGDON

SURROUNDING

TOWNS

POTATOES GROWN WITH AP-

Mr. Forrest Royal is teaching at
PLICATION OF DIFFERENT
Ricker Classical Institute.
FORMS OF NITROGEN
Mr. Harry Boone, teacher of the
------------Corner School was on the sick list last
Summary
of
4
Years Trials at Aroosweek.
took
Farm
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Taylor were Sun-

$75.50 a ton, fanners paying the freight from the office of the Food Adminis
trator at Washington.

^ ^ e T tn i^ r ta g £ " £ ^ “ 2

is that in each county where there is
a county agent to have the agents
associate with themselves three or
more local business men in each com 
munity, who will serve without comnitrate u f ; pensation. to assist them In the sale

Washington, D. C., Jan. 31, 18
John A. Roberts,
Commissioner of Agriculture
Augusta. Maine

CMVDNA M|||€
at the Advent Church, the deceased
Director General McAdoo has ar
S m iJ in A raiLLO
was at one time a resident of this
ranged to cooperate with Food Ad
A very pleasant evening was en joy
|)Ut Beveral year8 ag0 moved to day guests of Mr.... (I Mrs. Everett, NHrogen in the torm o(
ministration in distribution of cars and'
ed by those present at the public Joint I
d FaUs where he Ua8 made it hls
The scholars in the Jones school I SOd“ ’
°'
TerHUre! ‘
0,8 " i,ra,e- ,n each
are
hoping for some relief in this coninstallation, Tuesday evening of the |home_ The rema,n8 were ,aid in the met with Mrs. E. B. Jones, Friday j
,0n’ P
88 8 tert" 1OT j
county agricultural agent necton. Tell shippers to file written
elocUon of officers of Mattawamkeag; cemet
h
he ,eave8 a widow. two
for potatoes.
la committee of three or more local
evening for Red Cross work.
I ^ e ^ N o . m ^ l . O. G. K, and those daugMer8 and two sons, a large circle
This expirement was begun in 1914 ! business men will be appointed.
A orders at their local station stating
Miss Lettie Vail and Mrs. Opal
c c v. w ^
„
i with the prime object of comparing farmer living in such a county who cars wanted, giving consignee and
of Regina Rebakah Lodge No. 133.
Rhoda attended the Red Cross Con j nitrate of soda and sulphate of am
A large number of Odd Fellows, th eir. of friends.
desires to make application for nit destination and forward me copies Of
vention at Presque Isle, last week.
L.
F.
Ellis,
Houlton
was
iu
town
monia
as
a
source^bf
the
principal
wives and Invited guests were pre-,
rate of soda should, if he does not orders. Will do all can.
several days last week the guest of
(Signed) Miller,
Mr:
™
"
I
anJ°
y
f
”
l
hlL
f!™
lly
.h!I
!
i
i
)
a
r
t
'o
r
t
h
e
nitrogen
in
the
fertilizer
sent.
{
know the address of the local commit
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Ellis. the sympathy of their many friends for potatoes. The fertilizer was made
Potato
Distributor
of the Feder
District Deputy Grand Master, W. i
tee, address an inquiry to the State
An elderly woman walked from this here in the death of the wife and moth up on the general 5-8-7 formula. Oneal
Food
Administrator
8. Lewin. and District Deputy Grand , ^
(o l8)and Fa]l8 Saturday, a dla.
director of extension for his State.
er.
third of the nitrogen was derived from
Marshal. Chas. A. Lyons of Houlton,,
of seyen m|le8i the rea80n she
T^he many friends of Mrs. William rather low grade nitrogen by the so- The post-office address of the director
assisted by Past Grands Melvin L. i gave was that the train is so slow she
of extension in each State is given
WHY NOT?
Fanjoy of Cary were grieved to hear j
t Drocess.
This was con- in the circular. The ships carrying
Bonn as D. D. Grand Warden; Chas.
The Editor of the Houlton Tines,
wished to get there the same day she !
ber death which occurred Thurs-!
! stant on all of the plots and was in an the nitrate will be directed to the most
Noyes as D. D. Grand Secy; Fred Mc
Houlton, Me.
left town, perhaps this would be a 1day.
available form. This together with convenient ports, including Charles
Laughlin as D. D. Grand Treas;
Dear Mr. Editor: good idea for the business men of this . ^ party of friends spent a very ensufficient acid phosphate and water ton, Wilmington, Savannah, Norfolk,
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either directly or indirectly. Iall walks of life. Bearing this in mind
Mr. and Mrs. Garfield Burton and
Warden Della Stevens.
'tilizer has been applied in the planter j j t will be soid only to farmerg direct- jit will not be unfair to ask your readFred Rhoda attended the funeral of
Jas. Campbell was drawn on the at tbe rate
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Cond. Alice Fitzgerald.
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O. G. Harry McDonald.
Houlton to keep me employed for ten
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Kelso, Mr. and
Mrs. E. Lougee was called to town ' cared for in all particulars alike. In
R. S. N. G. Mamie Gerry.
The Government is making every months of the year, thus making it
Mrs. Lester Kelso of Houlton, were Friday to see her daughter, Marion, eacb year duplicate plots each about
L. 8. N. G. Ruby Stevens.
here Sunday to see their father, Alfred who is suffering from an attack of one-half acre in area have been grown effot to reach farmers who desire a easier to handle concerts for the vari
R. 8. V. G. Hazel Noyes.
part of this nitrate, but states that ous worthy objects that present them
Kelso who is very sick.
tonsilitis.
with each mixture.
L. S. V. G. Myrtle Garcelon.
it will be impossible for the county selves today? Do you understand
Chap. Ella Ruth.
A few of Mrs. Albert Hatfield’s
The average yields per acre for four agGnts or other persons to visit every that such a business connection wonltf
LITTLETON
friends called at her home Wednes- years are given in the table in hun- individual farmer, and urges all who not hinder a tuner, whp, not being n
Mrs. Bliss Bubar is confined to the
day evening it being her birthday. A dredweights. These are based on the desire to purchaBC nltrate to get in music teacher, is free to travel?
Do
house with grippe and sore throat.
pleasant evening was spent with music actual weighings from each plot at touch wlth theIr local agent or a mem_ you realize that it has cost me since
Several from the village attended
Nurse Victory of Houlton was the
j time of digging. The Federal Food ber 0f their local committee.
September upwards of $40.00 for mile
tie social at the North School House, guest of J. L. Wil&on and family over and singing.
A
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of
young
people
met
Administration has fixed the hundredage to get business and that had my
on- Saturday evening, for the benefit Sunday.
at the Town Hall, Friday evening weight as the commercial unit for
work been in Houlton a large part ot
o f the Red Cross.
POTATOES
Rev. J. L. Wilson conducted ser
Tfae ]ocal market ,g quiet wlth buy the Bum could have been spent for
The boarding house at the Bank vices in Houlton at the F. B. Church, for a social time. The ladies of the Red potatoes. For comparison it may be
Cross served refreshments consisting remembered that 100 barrels are t h e * ^ payJng j 2.15 per 100 lbs. or $3.66 Red Cr0S8? If your readers can see
Fbnn Mills was burned Saturday Sunday, Feb. 8.
of coffee, cake and sandwiches and a equivalent of 165 hundredweight and per barrel.
the fairness of these questions and
morning, with most o f the contents,
Mrs. W. O. Briggs, Lecturer of the
will understand that Mr. Basford is
lose thought to be $1000 to A. N. and Littleton Grange, will attend the con nice little sum was realized for our 100 bushels the equivalent of 60 hun“ Washington, D. C.—The potato
Auxiliary. All report a good time, we dredweight.
the warmest friend I have amongst
D. A. Nason.
ference at Augusta, Feb. 6 and 7.
marketing situation at this moment
competitors they will do him no harm
have turned in to the Houlton Chap- ; Table showing yields obtained on
The Bed Cross will meet with Mrs.
The next meeting of the Red Cross
appears to be serious, according to
C. F. Lowrey on Wednesday after will be held at the home of Mrs. Annie ter from this Auxiliary last week, different plots with nitrogen derived the statement just issued by the U. and benefit me much by leaving more
orders at 19 Spring St., Phone 76-3,
quilts, 15 comfort pillows, 6 prs. from different sources. All plots had
noon. This Auxiliary is doing good Crosby, Thursday, p. m., Feb. 7, and three
a
t
, S. Department of Agriculture. The
of mittens, 3 sweaters, 6 trench raps. ampic nitrogen, phosphoric acid and . . .
. . .
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. . where they will receive prompt atten
Osrk, and sending in shipments near everybody is welcome.
, total production of 1917 is estimated
tion from
19 pairs of service socks. This Auxil- potash for maximum yields.
Each
ly every week, the workers in the
Mrs. Norman Craig is ill with typ
to have been 442 536,000 bushels, or
north part o f the town are certainly hoid fever, Dora, her little daughter, iary Is doing good work and interest year the plots were in two series and
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to be increasing as it should. tbe f!g-lirep are t he averages from 8
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.
United
States.
Notwithstanding
when we realize that our boys are p]ots for oa,,b treatment.
Weights
Muure o f work each week. The Junior with the fever is some better.
prices from the time of digging
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“ over there,” many of them just now are gjvi,n in hundredweight, the new
d
Auxiliary meets every Saturday after
L. F. Hall who has been confined
to the present have ruled higher than
To
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many friends who so kindly
in the thick of tho fighting, and the Federal unit for potatoes.
noon with Mrs. B. S. Foster.
to the house for several week? is bet
of any previous years which we have helped us in our time of bereavement
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_
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The community was saddened by will be able to attend to his work at quickly as possible, especially are we
yield per acre when the crop
'•— —
out heartfelt
was
abnormal
short,
thanks
asked to rush to completion all quilts
tho sudden death of L. E. Stackpole, his store.
Cwt.
‘ The Department of Agriculture has
To the H. H. S. Class of 1910. Rock
that are started and send them in to
which occurred at his home at 10
23 from nitrate of soda 189
Wendall, youngest child of Mr. and j
been able to compute the movement abema Lodge, 1. O. O. F., The Postthe
Chapter.
They
are
making
ship
o'clock on Friday evening, Feb. 1st, Mrs. Eben Ellis died Friday, Feb. 1,
3- 3 from sulphate of ammonia 1S8
of the present crop with more accuracy Office employees, The Clerks Assn..
after an illness of only three days of pneumonia. Funeral services were ments every week and should any of 1-3 from nitrate of soda
I,
,
,
.
and the boys from the Bowlodrome,
than has ever been possible before. and
0^bera wbo contributed floral
from pneumonia. Mr. Stackpole, with held at the home Sunday, at 10 o'clock, our boys, which they doubtless will, be 1-3 from sulphate of ammonia 190
From all information available it ap- offerings we wish t j express our ap
his niece, had recently moved from Rev. A. B. Carter of Montlcello con carried wounded or sick to a hospital, 1-3 from nitrate of soda
pears that not more than one-third of predation,
his term home to the village where he ducted the services. Interment was may they find there cheery looking 1-3 from high grade organic
188
the marketing surplus of the crop of
Mrs. Rose McFarlane
old fashioned quilts, such as mother ,_ 3 from slllphate of ammonia
was very comfortable among his old at Littleton.
1917 has been moved up to December
^ r- and Mrs. Elbrid^e McFarlane
had
on
his
bed
at
home
instead
of
so
Meads and associates.
Vernon McFarlane
1-3 from high grade organic
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There were 22 present at the meeting
Houlton, Feb. 4, 1918.
He was married to Miss Florence of the Red Cross on Thursday, and much depressing white, that so stamps
•One-third of the nitrogen was alike
“ Under existing and prospective c o n - _________________ _
Ketchum o f Bridgewater, Dec. 12th, much work was accomplished. The a hospital as an institution Instead of |n a|| cages and wag derlyed from ,ow
a home. Will we not all consider this grade materials by the so-called wet ditions no material quantity of pota
1979, Mrs. Stackpole died in 1915.
pledge cards, promising 25c a month
toes can be exported or converted in
L. B. Stackpole was born in Monti- for the next four months were given cheering influence work more faithfully process.
to non-perishable products this seaThis
Auxiliary
meets
with
Mrs.
Geo.
celk), Nov. 7, 1844 and was 73 years to the lady members, who will see that
From the results of the 8 series in
Hoar
Thursday,
will
everyone
who
can
the
4
year8
„
ey|dent
that
,
he
dif.
son. The crop cannot be carried over.
old- last Nov. He has lived all his everyone has a chance to help in the
life In Montlcello, with the exception good work that the Red Cross is doing. bring or send patch work pieces for ferent treatments have not given signi It must be consumed or wasted. The
more quilts. Let us try to be the ban ficant differences in yields. And in food situation throughout the world
of tour years spent in Massachusetts
At the regular meeting of the Little
ner quilt making Auxiliary for the So. field practice under the seasonal and demands that it be removed effective
Statu whoa a .boy.
ton Grange on Saturday evening, six
Ho received common school educa candidates were instructed in the 1st Aroostook Chapter for the next two soil conditions on Aroostook Farm for ly to relieve the existing strain on the
supply of cereals. It is the one great
tion In his native town, and has made and 2nd degrees and 5 applications months.
the past 4 years available nitrogen
food resource of the world upen which
terming hls principal business.
He for membership were received. There
from one source has practically equal
there is now a danger of a heavy loss,
has been Town Clerk for a period of were 60 members present.
LUDLOW
led that from any other source. This
It was
Sd years, succeeding his father, Emu votd to extend an invitation to MontiMrs. C. J. Thomas spent last Friday means that in the reports of the analy and the Department is of the opinion H onest O pinion D octor G ave
that the situation demands that the
lous Stackpole, who held that office cello Grange to meet with us at our with Mrs. Llewellyn McGowan.
sis of fertilizers as published in the
His Patient
farmers sell freely; that the larger
99 years. In 1887 he was elected chair next meeting on Feb. 16.
Miss Mary Hand was the week end Official Inspections of the Maine Agri
dealers move their stock rapidly; that
Bedford, Ohio.— “ I was in a pitiful
man o f the board of Selectmen.
In
guest of her mother, Mrs. Edith Hand, cultural Experiment Station the nitrothe retailer content himself with the condition, weak, nervous and run
IMS he was tendered by Hon. J. P.
Mrs. Robert Pow'ell was the guest &en given as found in the column smallest possible marketable profit, down so I could not do my housework.
LETTER B
Donworth, the office of Deputy Collec
.,
y
a .
I had doctored for years and tried
of
Mrs. Wehlon Gildard one day last headed “ Active Nitrogen” is a fair
The Red Cross will meet Thursday
tor of Customs at Bridgewater, which
measure of the value of the goods as reallzinS that he is now a most lm~ everything under the sun. A friend
afternoon with Mrs. Alfred London. weej{with- fiortant factor in speeding up potato told me about VinoL I asked my
offieo ho held until the spring of 1890.
Mrs. Joe MMitchell of Houlton, is
Miss Velma Webb and Miss Mary 80urce9 of » “ ™gen for potato , s
doctor about it, and he replied, ‘It
consumption.
In Sept 1894, upon the completion of
the guest of relatives in this town.
certainly is the best medicine that can
Mersereau spent Saturday with Miss out regard t0 the form ln whlch 11 is
the B. 4 A. R. R., a customs office was
“ The State of Maine Bureau of Mar
be had today. I couldn’t give you
Miss Doris Crawford, of Houlton is Dorothy McCain.
j
Present.
OStablblMd at Montlcello and Mr.
kets is of the opinion that the hotels, any better.’ I took it, and today I
CHAS. D. WOODS,
visiting her grand-parents, Mr. and
Several members of the Red Cross
Director
Staflkpole was selected by H. J. Hatha
restaurants -and housewife can do very am as well and strong as my woman
Mrs. Michael Rugan.
met at the home of Mrs. O. L. Thomp
way then collector o f the Dlst. of
much to increase the consumption of could wish to be, and it was Vinol
Miss Marlon Reed of thfe Niles son last Thursday and spent the after-!
that saved me.”—Mrs. Frank A. HorArooetook as Deputy Collector and
potatoes.”
key, Ash S t, Bedford, Ohio.
Settlement, was the week-end guest noon in knitting and sewing.
NITRATE AT COST
j
tospentnr of customs, which office he
In relation to the car shortage and
W e guarantee this famous cod liver
o f Miss Wildie Stevens.
The Secretary of Agriculture on
laid until Sept 1897.
One
of
the
coldest
days
of
the
win-1
,
and
iron tonic for all such condition*.
what
is
being
done
to
relieve
it,
we
George Prosser, of Ludlow, spent
ter was recorded Friday when the January >8 announced the Plan for enclose duplicate of telegram received HATHEWAY DRUG CO., HOULTON'
Tho town has lost a valuable citia few days last week at the home of
the sale and distribution of the 100,aen and one o f whom it can be truly
mercury in some parts of the town
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Adams.
000 tons of nitrate of soda for fertil
■aid, that he stood second to none In
was reported as 30 below zero.
Mrs. Hattie White of Island Falls
izer use purchased under the provis
the love and esteem o f his fellow
Mrs. Lyman Webb who was recent- ion in the food-control act which au
spent Saturday and Sunday with her
ly operated upon at the Russell Hos- thorlle8 the Pre8ident to secure ntsister, Mrs. James Gardiner.
Funeral services were held Sunday
Rev. Henry Speed of Houlton, and pltal, Brewer, ts reported as being trate- of 8oda and to suppIy it to farm.
afternoon at 8.30 o ’clock from the M.
Rev. J. L. Wilson of Littleton, were well along on the road to recovery. |er8 fm ca8h at c08t A clrcular ln
m Church.
callers in this town last Friday.
Mr. Herbert Dickinson was taken 1which the plan is fully set forth has
Miss Josephine Carpenter, who is suddenly ill Friday and was removed been mailed to the county agents, who
ss
The burden of responsibility for the family’ s health and
employed in Houlton, spent a few days to the Aroostook Hospital where he wni receive orders for the nitrate and
== freedom from pain rests largely with yon. When dear
Red Cross will meet with Mrs. Letsubmitted to an operation for append- ■tansmit them to Washington,
last week at her home in this town.
ss
ones are afflicted with Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat, Cramps,
tie Loagee, Thursday.
icitis.
j The f. o. b. price at ports will be
A
number
of
people
from
this
town
as Chills, Sprains, Strains, Muscular Rheumatism or any
D. W. McLaughlin and wife were
ss other o f the many common ailments, thousands o f mothers
caning on relatives in O&kfield, Sun were in Houlton last Wednesday to
attend
the
funeral
of
Allen
McFarlane
as
and fathers everywhere naturally turn to
day.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
Gardiner,
Jr.
of
Mrs. J. M. White was the guest of
relatives and M ends ln Houlton last Island Falls, were in this town last
week, called here by the serious ill
week.
H. F. Lougee accompanied his moth ness of his sister, Miss Agnes Gardi
er, Mrs. Carrie Lougee to Houlton, ner.
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DOCTORSAYS
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BEST TONIC
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1 Mother! Father!

DYER BROOK

VTIday.
The remains o f John A. Grant of
Island Falls was brought to this town
Sunday. Funeral services were held
A WORD TO MOTHERS

Mrs. E. J. Bedard, Cowlch, Wash.,
eajre: “Foley’s Honey and Tar !■ the beet
l o v e r need. I always keep a bottle ln
hone#
the children. A quick
for ooug! and colds.” It heals raw,
surfaces,
loosens phlegm, eases
w
__ and difficult breathing, cheeks
£ # & WAT DRUG CO.

A number of people from this town
and the Laskey Road enjoyed a strawride to Bryson’s Camp, last Saturday
night. During the evening a collec
tion was taken for the benefit of th e !
Red Cross. The generosity of the
“ boss” , Mr. James Cassidy, and the
crew was readily shown, as the sum
of $22 was quickly collected. Before
returning home a splendid supper was
enjoyed by all.

R e c o m m e n d P e ru n a X o
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1 T h ink I
1 Ever Felt
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M u ch
1 Better

Myrtle St., Beverly, Mass., writes: “I
have taken four bottles of Peruna,
and I can say that it has done mo
a great deal of good for catarrh of
the head and throat. I recommend
Peruna to all sufferers with catarrh.
I do not think I ever felt much bet
ter. I am really surprised at the
work I can do. I do not think too
much praise can be said for Peruna.’*

Those who object to liquid medi
Mrs. William H. Hincbllffe, No. 20 cines can procure Peruna Tablets.

|

JOHNSON'S

I

MtoBYHE U n im o n t

g

the foremost family “ friend in n eed ” for more than a eentury.
They know that this famous liniment with the phenomenal record of
over 100 years of success is superior to any other because it was
originated by a family physician — used in his private practice—
because it contains more soothing, healing, pain destroying ingredients
than any other, and because it is for internal as well as for external
use. There is no safe substitute for this wonderful anodyne that
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1 Soothes— Heals— Destroys Pain |
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